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AUTHORS NOTE

In the summer of 1965 I began what has been nearly a  yearly trip to
Europe.  I’m not an organized traveler and most of the time I don’t even book
ahead, preferring instead to find accommodations on the fly.  My interest in
writing is in my genes and I usually take a pad a pen and scribble notes as I
go.  Most of them are attempts to put good humor into the pain of traveling
and maybe by doing so I can save you the pain of some of my more drastic
errors.  In the end  one simply needs to remember, “There is always another
train.”



 FRIENDS, ROMANS, COUNTRYMEN
                                                             

Chapter One

 
In 1964 I hitch hiked across the USA in four and a half days.  I got to

New York City too fast and had to find a place to stay for five more days before
flying to Europe.  I found a  mid-town YMCA that worked. I only bring that up for
financial reasons.  That first trip to explore this continent cost me a grand total of
$900.  That included a plane round trip ticket from NYC to Luxembourg, a euro-rail
pass for three months, lodging and food.  I was traveling for ninety days.  My math
tells me that’s ten bucks a day

Nancy, our niece Kelly and I had a wonderful trip to Rome, that’s in Italy,
not Georgia.  It didn’t begin too great though.  First of all the flight was about as
smooth as the flight of Hoyt Wilhelm’s knuckle ball.  Then entering the airport I
had an attack of rapid heart beat.  This sudden without explanation acceleration of
the pulse can be really debilitating.  I sat in a chair and my carotid artery leaped
nearly out of my skin to find my fingers so I could count the beats per minute.  I
think 170 are too many, don’t you?  My normal pulse rate is around seventy so I
was in some discomfort.  Kind of like running a quick 400 meters which of course I
couldn’t do in my prime, whenever that was and certainly can’t  now.  It took about
twenty minutes for me to return to a normal rhythm while Nancy, Kelly and
everyone around me tried to give me some assurance that I wouldn’t be taken out
on a stretcher.  They were right.  On top of my little heart thing my arthritic great
toe began its throbbing trick and I had somehow managed to get a blister in the
middle of my arch on the same foot.  I was in a certain amount of discomfort and I
must have looked like a cross between Walter Brennen and John Wayne as I limped
sideways out of the airport to our awaiting taxi.  Welcome to Rome.  I believe it
was Marcus Anthony who said, “Friends, Romans, Countrymen lend me your ears”,
at that point I could have used his chariot.

Fortunately after that auspicious beginning things got better.  We located
our hotel and moved in before heading out to find a day tour bus to get a quick
overview of this beautiful city. We rode around in a Double Decker open topped
bus borrowed, I’m sure, from London, and the first thing I noticed were a lot of
police and remembered they were called Carabinieri as opposed to Carbinara,



which is pasta.  So when I order I’ll try not to ask for the police.  It sort of has an
alarming effect on the waiter.

The second thing I noticed was the Italians speak with their hands, even
when using their handi phones.  They all look like they are directing the Rome
philharmonic orchestra and having a lot of fun doing it.   After the tour we stopped
for a late glass of Italian red before settling down in our air-conditioned room.  We
found our hotel courtesy of Rick Steeve’s book and it was a nice place even if its
only occupants were Americans. 

In the morning I went out for a cup of cappuccino which is a coffee and
milk combination that sort of clings to the cup as you drink.  Kind of reminds me of
lusting teenagers clinging to each other. As in, if they let go the partner would
disappear, just like the coffee.  I was in a small café overlooking the Piazza
Republica, I never found the Piazza Democratica, which wasn’t nearly as busy as I
thought it would be.  Guess Italians aren’t early risers.

Our first visit in the morning was to the recently opened Galleria
Borghese, which features a stunning array of sculptures and paintings.  The galleria
is the former villa of Cardinal Scipione Borghese.  Most of the work is by a guy
named Gianlorenzo Bernini.  He’s the guy who gets most of the credit for
rebuilding Rome in the Baroque style, whatever that is. My favorite statue was of
Apollo and Daphne.  He’s got her in a tight clutch with apparent amorous thoughts
but she frustrates his attempt by turning herself into a tree, sort of like some of my
dates during my own lustful period, which lasted a couple of decades.   My friends
call them the lost years.

These guys depicted in marble are really ripped.  I think most of them
could play in the NFL if they can run.  The detail of the sculptures is really
impressive.  This guy Bernini was really good.  The galleria also had a few
paintings by another famous guy named Michelangelo Merisi.  Hell, I got an A in
my history of art class in college and didn’t even know he had a last name. That
might tell you something about that particular college.  Anyway most of the
painting is by Mike and a bunch of other guys named Guido, Giovanni, Giorgio and
Giuseppe.  I think I met all of them rowing boats in Venice one year.

Over our stay we managed to see all the hot spots.  The Trivi Fountain,
Spanish Steps, Pantheon, the Vatican and the Coliseum.  It was sort of a sensory
overload but I do remember the guards at the Vatican were Swiss and wore
costumes that made me think they had just come from a performance of Peter Pan.
Also, they must have run out of fig leaves ‘cause a lot of the guys posing as statues



didn’t have anything covering there private’s, which of course made them public’s.
Oh well, Rome is really great, there’s all these cool old places and when you get
hungry there are sidewalk café’s by the boatload, street venders selling knock off
junk or red roses and street entertainers whose vaudevillian acts were mostly pretty
good.  For a while I thought I was watching Johnny Carson reruns while enjoying
my pasta of the day. There were also some people posing as statues in all the
piazza’s, which made me wonder if some of those guys in the museums might put
some clothes on and go out  at night.

The taxi rides are easy.  They have a lane for taxi’s and busses which
helps speed your arrival to your destination of choice and the price is right.  The
only problem is the ride over Rome’s cobblestone roads makes you think you’re in
a vibrating bed.  The subway, they call it the Metro, is ok as well if you don’t mind
fighting your way into an already over crowded car.  It’s sort of a metro for the
masses deal I think.

I enjoyed St. Peters a lot.  We managed to get there during a service,
which was nice.  The organ music was awesome and the choir gave a good account
of itself as well.  I’m not catholic, so I don’t know when to kneel, stand or sit but I
followed along.  I don’t speak Italian so I was somewhat lost during the head
priest’s monologue but I recognized enough words, like dominoes, to think he must
have been explaining the rules of the game.  Some of the people in attendance must
have missed breakfast because about half way through the ceremony a few of them
got up for a piece of bread.  I had already eaten so I didn’t join in.

The coliseum and the Roman Forum were great although at first I
couldn’t help but ask myself why they didn’t tear down all the ruins and 
build something that would last.   Then someone told me most of these buildings
had been here for about two thousand years and I got the picture.  Another thing,
there’s a place in the Forum called Palatine Hill that sits on some prime property
and I know for a fact in American someone would buy the place and turn it into
condominiums. Either that or build a small liberal arts college on the site.  Yeah, the
world  needs more of those.

In 1964 there were no lines and no entrance charges.  That’s changed to
the benefit of the Italian economy.  Other than the cost and the hand held
information gismo’s nothing much had changed in the forty years sense my first
visit.  I did learn more about a guy named Rene Saunce who apparently had the
period in which most of this place was built named after him.  Now they call it the
Renaissance period.  Sort of like Cher or Madonna I guess.



On our way to the airport I bought a little gift for Joey.  It’s a little tile
thing, sort of a beware of the dog sign in Italian.  It’s perfect and a great likeness,
except the dog’s black instead of brown, has a tail and Joey doesn’t and his ears are
floppy which is the opposite of Joey’s.  The minute I saw it I had to buy it.

So, arrevia’ derchi Roma.  Oh, I threw some coins in that fountain and
remembered to do it over my shoulder, sort of like a Gary Payton assist, so I know
I’ll be back.  Now I’ve got to go back to Austria and look for Arnold although
someone told me he was now living in California. Oh, about that 1964 $900, I just
spent that same amount on a five day four nights trip from Vienna to Rome.  That
works out to $180 per day.  Progress I think.



CONVENIENCE 

                                  Chapter Two

America is a land of convenience and Europe is not.  That in my
estimation built on spending about a third of my adult life hopping around,
traveling through or living all over this continent, is the main difference
between Europe and America.

Of course there are many more.  The most obvious being language. I
speak food Deutsch.  I can order the meal, ask for the check and not gag on
either.  The rest of the language is pretty foreign to me. Although courtesy of
John Mangan, the German teacher at Mc Nary, whom I managed a “B” in first
year German, I can understand more than I can speak.  Others are money; most
of Europe uses the Euro, the value of which seems to fluctuate to the advantage
of the smart people of the world and to my disadvantage.  They don’t have
miles in Europe, they have kilometers.  Just multiply by six and drop some
zeros and you’ll be close.  Temperature in Centigrade instead of Fahrenheit,
which means that zero is zero and not thirty-two and thirty is hot not cold.  No
pounds to lose here its kilograms.  I weight somewhere between ninety and one
hundred kilos depending on which time of the year I get on the scale. In
America in my good times I weigh about two hundred pounds and in my bad
times, much to my cardiologist’s horror,  about two twenty.  Multiply 2.2 times
kilos to reach pounds.

Then there is the bathroom.  Oh my.  I’ll never figure out that flat
bottomed toilet with not enough water to float or drown a leaf but at least now
the toilet paper is an improvement over the sand paper they used in the early
sixties when I first visited Europe. It requires about four hands to work the
shower because the shower head is on the end of a hose that you have to hold
over your head while tying to soap down.  It’s extremely difficult to reach some
parts of the body with one hand holding the soap and the other the hose.  And
the hose is never long enough which makes you imagine a very short person
invented this contraption. Maybe it was Napoleon, one of his wives was
Austrian.  Her name was Marie or Ann or Twinett or something like that and I
believe her pretty head landed in a basket after the guillotine executed its job



description.  That is if I wasn’t asleep during that particular History of Western
Civilization lecture.

If all that isn’t inconveniencing you enough,  there is this other  little fact.
Nothing is open when you think it should be.  Like, I forgot to buy milk so I’ll
just trot on down to the 7/11 and pick it up.  Not likely.  There is no 7/11 and all
stores close by six o’clock at the latest and by noon on Saturday and are closed
on Sunday.  So get your stuff together and shop when those places are open.
And don’t try to drive around the block to shop here; you’ll end up in Poland.
There are no such things as blocks, there’s winding, zigzagging, turning this
way and that streets that are designed to confuse and they surround buildings
built about a thousand years ago.  So if you miss the place you are going, stop,
turn around and you might have some luck. 

Another thing, the refrigerator is about the size of your microwave and it
doesn’t get very cold.  Something about not enough hydroelectric power
sources so electricity is very expensive.  The result is shop for today and then
tomorrow shop for tomorrow.  Eat what you buy, now, and don’t plan on
stocking up for the week.  No preservatives in the food so if you don’t eat it, it
won’t last.  Of course it tastes better as a result.  Eggs taste like eggs.  Tomatoes
taste like tomatoes.  Potatoes taste like potatoes.  Kind of like it used to be back
in the states in the fifties when I was growing up.

Actually I prefer Europe’s way of living most of the time.  I can figure out
the kilos and the temperature and the kilometers and how many dollars I spend
every time I pluck down a Euro.  I don’t drive often so getting lost and ending
up in Warsaw or Krakow or Auschwitz isn’t a problem either. The public
transportation system gets me where I want to go when I want to and doesn’t
take very long.  I don’t have to try and find a parking place, spend too many
Euros for petrol or park in the wrong place at the wrong time because I couldn’t
read the damn sign.  I don’t have to worry about driving down the
einbahnstrasse, one-way street, the wrong way because they changed the
direction last night.  They do that to keep the drivers alert.  It must work; I
don’t see many head on collisions here.  I can live with the bathroom as well.

I like walking through the outdoor market.  Picking out dinner that I know
was growing in the field until about four o’clock this morning makes me smile.
I know that banana wasn’t picked in the twentieth century and shipped from
Argentina on a tug to give it time to ripen, and it still isn’t.  The fruit is juicer,
the vegetables more colorful and the fish is swimming in the bucket, alive.  The



bread is baked today and doesn’t come in slices.  It comes in all shapes and
sizes and the only white bread is the Greek flat bread that is awesome
especially with some of those olives stuffed with nuts or garlic or pimentos.
Wash it down with a glass of local red wine you buy from an old guy that has
been doing the wine thing for about a hundred years and charges you two Euros
per bottle.  It isn’t liable to be vintage but it sure isn’t Annie Greensprings
either.

Europe makes you plan ahead and think about life.  It’s structured. It has
substance.  In America you can just float along without really thinking about
anything.  Forgot dinner, hell just pick up the phone and some teenager with his
pants hanging below his butt crack will deliver a pizza to your door.  You can
sit on your duff and watch every game ever played by pushing a remote control
device that has a life of its own. You can watch some athletic criminal grab his
crotch for doing his job and scream obscenities for every toddler to hear. You
might get your kicks rooting for the home team, but the home team will be
somewhere else next year and that criminal will be making more money
playing his little game of f-you for another multi-billionaire in another city who
made his money in cyberspace when he was nineteen.  Sometimes I prefer one
to nil and gooooooal.  Pretty simple and pass the mustard.  They have about
fifteen kinds here; it’s called senf in Deutsch.  Some is very sweet and some
spicier so have another hot dog and keep smiling.



                                                            RODOS 

                                                             Chapter Three

The Aegean Air flight into Athens was a considerable improvement over
my first venture to Greece. In 1964 I took a boat from Brindisi, Italy through the
Adriatic to Patras and then a bus over a treacherous tiny two-lane highway with
sheer cliffs an inch or so from the wheels of our over loaded and careening vehicle.
One missed turn and we would plunge five hundred or so feet to our death.  I
assumed the driver had made the trip before and hoped that was the reason he was
passing on blind curves in the middle of the night with only his parking lights on.  I
learned to pray on that trip so it wasn’t a complete loss.  I promised the Lord I
would abate the teen age self sex ritual I’d pretty much mastered, if he would only
get me safely to Athens.  He kept his part of the bargain.

We were sitting in the first row behind the first class section, which
looked the same as coach except during the lunch the stewardess pulled a curtain
across dividing the two sections.  I think it was to keep us from seeing that their
peanuts were an upgrade from ours.  She asked if I wanted salt or sweet and I
thought she was asking about the water but it turned out she was asking about the
peanuts.  Good thing because I asked for salt.  The water was sweet.

Upon arriving in Rodos, or Rhodes, the Greek island sixty miles off the
Turkish coast we grabbed a taxi to our hotel in the Old City.  Our cab driver had
come to Rodos nineteen years before on vacation from Athens and never went back.
There was a small speck of rain falling on the windshield, which he called Sahara
Rain because it was warm and sort of sandy and presumably came across the
Mediterranean by itself, and not on Aegean Air.

We walked over cobbled streets just wide enough for the few automobiles
to move along without scraping their sides on the four thousand year old walls.
None of the cars were new or newly painted probably because a second paint job
would make it impossible to fit.  Our hotel was rather inauspicious from the outside
but turned out to be delightful.  The rooms were small but clean and richly
furnished and the four-poster bed made me feel like I was back in a former life in
the early nineteenth century.



We walked around the walled city and down to the harbor in our
shirtsleeves, which was a nice change from being bundled up for two months in
Vienna.  We enjoyed a wonderful meal in a small family run restaurant. Nancy had
calamari and I had musaka along with a typical Greek salad of vegetables and goat
cheese and a nice local wine.  Goats are everywhere on this island seemingly
wondering at their own leisure.  That probably explains why feta, the goat cheese is
so abundant.

We slept late and began our day about nine with a morning meal served in
the breakfast hall across the lemon tree adorned patio from our room.  It featured a
stone archway and tiled floor with wine barrels and period pictures hanging on the
walls. I asked Anna Maria, our landlady about the myth of the Colossus, one of the
Seven Wonders of the World whose  statue supposedly stood over the harbor
entrance.  She said most people here believed one shouldn’t raise what has fallen.
But that the new theory was the old harbor was nearer the Palace and the fortune
hunters would soon begin looking there for evidence that the big fella did exist.

Our meal consisted of yogurt, honey, jam, orange, tomato and kiwi slices.
A sweet roll and hard-boiled egg along with bread and cheese with slices of spiced
lunchmeat pretty much filled up the small table.  We washed it all down with fresh
orange juice, probably picked from one of the nearby trees that morning and
European coffee which unlike in American hotels actually tastes like coffee
probably because they use more than one bean when brewing it.  

“The sun has teeth today,” meaning it was clear but cool, Anna Maria said
to us as we prepared to leave for the day.  I thought the teeth were false because I
didn’t need my sweater but wasn’t about to argue. We decided to rent a car, which
Anna Maria called for us and were picked up just outside the Old Town walls.  The
agent was a nice talkative fellow who explained that when we were done just park
the car in one of the free parking lanes and leave the keys on the floor.  “They don’t
steal cars in Rodos,” he said.  Try that in the good old USA.  

We drove down the east coast and stopped a time or two along the way.
First at a little cove where they had filmed the crash scene on the movie “The Guns
of Navarrone.”  The second stop was to walk up 297 steps to a monastery
overlooking the coastline. It is a monastery famous for its fertility success where
women come to pray to become pregnant.  My hope is that either it is a fable or
Nancy prayed that I would make it back down the winding pathway alive and not to
my ability to produce.



Our destination was the small village of Lindos about forty miles to the
south.  It turned out to be a beautiful place filled with tiny alleys only motor
scooters and people could traverse.  The majestic Acropolis overlooking the tiny-
whitewashed town was reached by hiking up another vertical path.  Having done
that once we decided to ride up on donkeys, which was easier on us but
considerably more difficult for the beasts, especially because the burden in my case
was very large. My donkey was the reluctant leader moving along pacing himself
and nipping at Nancy’s ass whenever she attempted to pass.  That would be, as in
Nancy’s donkey.

We had a great lunch while listening to Greek music at one of the many
roof top restaurants looking out over the buildings at the azure blue waters of the
Aegean. Our afore mentioned donkeys were grazing the hillside just below the
Acropolis and I couldn’t help but think Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn would have
been wealthy young men had they lived here instead of in Missouri as everything
was painted a picket fence white.  

The next day we drove down the east side of the island stopping first at
another monastery in Philerimos about ten kilometers from Rodos.  I’ll say this; the
monks should have been in real estate because they had an uncanny knack for
finding the plot with the best view.  Fortunately we were able to drive up this
particular hill.  Our second stop was at the “Valley of the Butterflies” and we had a
long uphill walk under a canopy of trees that blocked the sun. The path followed
along side a hesitant stream with just enough water to comply with earth’s gravity.
Unfortunately it was too early in the season to see anything with wings fluttering
bye, but I couldn’t get the feeling out of my mind that James Fenimore Cooper must
have had a place like this in mind when he wrote “The Last Of the Mohicans”.  I
have expected Magua to jump out from behind one of the Styrax trees.

After a great fish lunch overlooking a small harbor we drove to a local
castle perched on a monk like piece of land peeking out over the sea.  Three small
islands dotted the horizon with Turkey’s landmass off in the distance.  It was a
breath taking view and only required minimal climbing and not on a long eared ass.

Sunday morning we left our small fiat at the harbor with keys under the
floor mat for our rent a wreck man and jumped on a Catamaran for the island of
Kos the third largest and one of the most fertile islands of the Dodecanese, located
only five miles from the Turkish peninsula of Bodrum.  It was a two-hour ride with
a stop at the picturesque village of Symi.  We walked around the small harbor filled
with ferryboats to Turkey and Columbus type sailboats as well as sleek jet



hydrofoils. After purchasing two paintings from a street vendor we went looking for
a tree that according to legend  Hippocrates, who was born and lived on Kos, sat
under while teaching his pupils about modern medicine.

The famous tree is held up by support scaffolding and looks like it could
use some of the good doctor’s magic.  We rested at a nearby café overlooking some
ruins called agora, which was a commercial area in ancient Kos.  Placido Domingo
was singing “Don Giovanni” or Don Meredith in the background as we sipped on
our bottle of Mythos, which is a very good Greek beer.  After a walking tour of the
city we enjoyed a lunch of appetizers larger than most meals at a small café
inhabited by very friendly locals.

The boat ride back to Rodos was delightful as we skirted the western
Turkish coastline. The majestically rugged, surely uninhabited mountains looked as
if they must have exploded out of the sea hundreds of years ago.  They seemed to
look down menacingly as Ferry’s and cargo ships passed heading east and we
headed southwest passing smaller sail boats playing in the waters of the eastern
Mediterranean. 

We concluded our day by enjoying great food at Momma Sofia’s Greek
restaurant.  The sun had set and the cats were begging and hunting for food and a
final ouzo seemed justified before Nancy and I  walked hand in hand over the
cobblestone street back to the St. Nicholas Hotel.

In the morning, Anna Maria drove us to the airport and on the way gave
Nancy her family recipe for Tzsiki a Greek yogurt, cucumber, and garlic spread
mostly used as an appetizer on bread.  In September I’m sure we’ll dream of Rodos
as we enjoy Anna Maria’s creation.  Ok. 
 

                                    

                                                       
                                      

AUSTRIAN HOLIDAY
                                      
                                                    Chapter Four



It’s the last day of May and the first plus 80º days this calendar year here
in Vienna.  I’m not sure what degree that is in centigrade, I can never remember
that complicated formula.   Safe to say we’ve had a cool spring but today
certainly made up for a lot of missed sun opportunities.

I felt guilty because yesterday I traveled to Graz to scout a future
opponent and had to leave Joey locked up in the bedroom, for eight hours.  He
manages just fine when I’m gone but it doesn’t make me feel very good. So
today we had a boys day out together in the beautiful Austrian sunshine along
the picturesque Donau. 

We got started about nine AM, which is later than usual for our morning
walk. There were many more people today than we normally see along the
river.  However, the fact that it was another Austrian holiday and warm was
more than likely the reason.  We walked past the occasional and very well
equipped fishermen along the shoreline. I’m not a fisherman so I don’t know
for sure but it seems to me they do more standing or sitting around than actually
fishing.  Oh, the line is in the water, propped up by little standards they stick
into the ground to hold the pole.  The four or five extras are lined up in a row
next to the one in the water incased in hollow tubes.  Their fold out chairs put
the furniture in my living room to shame most of the time and their bicycles
have ingenious saddlebag type apparatus bulging with fishing paraphernalia.
Reminds me of how Gary Cooper’s horse looked in so many of those long ago
western movies.  The fishermen keep an eye on the line so they can yank on it
when something, hopefully a fish, strikes.  Seems kind of silly to me.  But then
again, most fishermen think chasing a little white ball around for four hours is
equally humorous.  To each his own.

We walked further than usual and ended up near the Lobau, which is a
nature area about five miles from where we live.  The riverbank was a beehive
of activity.  People by the hundreds were sun bathing, swimming, bicycling,
skating and gathering around their own or one of the many public bar-b’q’s
situated along the river.  Along the river walkway every so often there is very
convenient hand pump fresh water well available for anyone to use.  Joey
drinks out of the river but I use the well. Probably a good idea.

We crossed back to the north bank side on one of the bike and walking
path bridges.  On the east side of the bridge is a ski jump that would rival those
in Innsbruck and Kitzbuhel they used for the winter Olympics.  Only here the



ski jumpers land in the water.  On the west side of the bridge is the water ski
area of the Neue Donau.  They have an ingenious contraption that amounts to a
cable the skiers attach their ski rope to and are pulled along about a quarter mile
where it takes a left hand turn across the river, then left again down the south
side river bank and a final left back to the start/finish line.  No motorboats, no
loud motor noise and no pollution.  I’m sure it makes the environmentalists
happy, but then again I’m equally sure they’ll find something else to complain
about.  That’s what cause groups do for a living.

These skiers are truly amazing. The cable pulling them along is high over
head so it’s a little different than what we’re used to seeing back home.  They
do flips and jumps and airborne acrobatics and actually seem to spend more
time in the air than on the water. They remind me of the X-game athletes we
see all the time on TV in America.  I’ve often wondered why they don’t do
drug test’s on those guys, but if they did I don’t think there would be any X-
games. The best of the lot come with their ski in a long satchel. Actually it’s
more of a snowboard than the kind of water ski I grew up skiing on in Lake
Oswego. It kind of reminds me of Paul Newman in “The Hustler”, walking into
the poolroom with his special cue.  I wouldn’t play pool against Paul and I
wouldn’t challenge any of these guys either.  They jump-start from the dock,
just like we did as kids, it took me back a few years.  Then I remembered the
last time I tried to water ski I lasted about fifty yards before I had to let go of
the rope before my entire body went into convulsions.

We chose to have lunch at the Ski-Nautika, a nice little café overlooking
the water ski area. They were playing great fifties and sixties music, only
interrupted when an order came up.  The music made me drift back into my
teenage years and right in the middle of Bobby Darin’s Dream Lover,  “I want
(I want), a girl (a girl), to call (to call) my own (my own)….so I don’t
have…..kabob-cici mit pommes, bitte…to dream alone”. Even with the
interruption it’s still a better song than the hip-hop rap crap kids listen to today.
Joey and I listened to some Beatles, Kingston Trio and Cher’s Gypsies, Tramps
and Thieves, among others and enjoyed an open-faced egg sandwich mit
pommes and a zitrone soda, lemonade. I slipped Joey some French fries to keep
him happy.

The ski kids and their girl friends were relaxing in groups having an after
ski beer while watching the non-stop action on the river. Lovely bodies not
quite hidden by the bikini type swimsuits were everywhere.  Made for a



pleasant atmosphere.  Some pierced belly buttons and tattoos were prevalent on
their young bodies but not obnoxiously so.  Actually I take back what I said
earlier comparing these kids to X-game athletes.  These Austrian young people
are wholesome and handsome and would be right at home on any beach in
Florida and much more easy on the eyes of an old timer than what I see in
California.

Walking back on the north side of the river we were serenaded by music
most of the way.  Sometimes just from kids with tune boxes actually playing at
a normal decibel level and other times from huge speakers, music for the
masses, at various outdoor stages.  I’m sure these will be very active with live
music during the Donau Insel festival, the largest outdoor music weekend in
Europe, coming up soon.  Over two million people arrive for a weekend of fun,
fantasy and music of all type for all people.

I’ve gotten used to the various stages of undress seen everywhere, but I’m
not sure about Joey.  I’ve told you that the naked body isn’t anything special
here in Vienna and today would certainly prove that statement correct.  Scantly
clad people are everywhere.  About the only thing I haven’t seen is a zero clad
person on skates although naked sunbathers and swimmers are as common as
canines.

We saw remote control miniature hydroplane racing boats flying around
the surface of the river at breakneck speed on some sort of course I’m sure.  It
reminded me of the six months my family lived on Lake Washington near
Seattle and we had the pleasure of watching Slo-motion IV and V being tested
by their crews.  I’m not sure they do boat races anymore; I haven’t heard of
them in a long time.  Maybe because this electronic style is less dangerous for
the driver.

We were nearing home when a man happened by on his bicycle.  He was
only wearing what we would call a speed-o swimsuit.  Nothing more than a
string and his body screamed “cover me up”.  Not zero clad but close enough. It
wasn’t a pretty sight.  Fortunately my attention was quickly drawn to the kids
doing martial arts type one-legged jumps up twenty steps and back down.
Finishing by landing on one foot with arms out to balance while their trainer
looked on.  Now Joey could pull me up this incline but I’m not sure I could
walk up it by myself.  And these kids were doing it on one leg.  Where have
you gone Ralph Macchio?  If they ever do another Karate Kid movie these ten
and eleven year old’s will be ready to audition.



Just before we left the river to head to our apartment we passed a
recreation area where on one end groups were playing pick-up street basketball.
Win and you stay in, lose and you’re out. In the middle were kids skating and
skate boarding over jumps and hurdles and all kinds of obstacles and at the
opposite end from the rat ball’ers a Wayne Gretsky look-alike was trying to
drive the puck past the Mark Messier clone in a street hockey one on one
contest. 

Let’s see; fishing, water skiing, sun bathing, martial arts, basketball,
roller-blades, hockey, jogging, swimming, inline skating, walking, bicycling,
oh my.  About the only thing I didn’t see was soccer.  Unlike every other
country outside of the USA, Austria isn’t enamored by what the world calls
football.  I think it’s because they concentrate on being the best snow skiers in
the world and winter sports tend to dominate the attention of the young and not
so young alike. 

There had to be hundreds if not thousands of Viennese enjoying the last
day of May outdoors.  It was like someone pulled the plug on all the TV sets in
Vienna and everyone decided to get out of the house. I’m guessing there wasn’t
a Formula One race going on either? Which, I think, is the second greatest
obsession of my Austrian friends.   Tomorrow is the first day of June and for
me that means summer is officially here.  That’s because in the fifties school
ended on May 31 and vacation began June one.  It’s still a good idea.

EASTER

Chapter Five



 
My train for Udine left Vienna from the Sudbahnhof at 6:30 am.  Five and

one half precise hours later we arrived on time at 11:57. They do that in
Europe.  The connecting train to Trieste left at 12:07 and I figured because I
could buy a ticket on the train I wouldn’t try to locate the ticket office and miss
the connection. Of course I was in Italy and my first transaction was later to
remind me of the Italian penchant for stretching the monetary truth just a bit.
The conductor dutifully looked into his book, turned a few pages until he found
what he was looking for.  That would be the page that says, “Screw the dumb
shit, he has no clue!”  I smiled as I forked over the 30.95 euros.  Actually I
didn’t have the proper change so he was gracious enough to take 30.45, how
nice.  Of course when I arrived in Trieste and immediately went to the quick
ticket machine in the lobby to purchase my return ticket I found out just how
friendly said conductor was, I paid the 5.50 euros and went to find a hotel.

The Hotel Roma was only two blocks from the train station and a typical
two star hotel.  I got a room with the communal toilet and shower down the hall
for fifty euros.  In the mid sixties during my first visit to Europe the same hotel
would have been about 80,000 lire or six bucks, but it worked.  I found a nice
restaurant on the Piazza Unita D’Italia, a two-football field wide area facing the
Adriatic.  

The Italians make up for their habit of stealing by offering great food and
wine for very little cost.  I had two glasses of a great Torrano, a full-bodied rich
red wine grown locally.  They also brought me a bowl of peanuts, another of
crackers and a third of chips.  For my second glass they brought another bowl
of chips, even though I hadn’t finished the first, and two large squares of think
bread with local sharp black olives toasted on top.  The total cost of seven euros
was about what we pay in America for a very small glass of bad chardonnay.
Hail Italia, or is that Britiana, I get mixed up sometimes.  Anyway someone
rules the waves.  Basically what happed was they traded the price of the train
ride for the price of dinner.  In Italy it usually all works out.  I’ve found
culinary surprises in Europe are usually positive with the exception on an
occasional plate of snails in France. 

The sky had darkened overnight and it was pouring down rain.  I
purchased one of those folding umbrellas at a shop next to the hotel for two



euros and it lasted for about forty-five minutes before one of the collapsing
spokes took the rest of the day off, but it did keep off the rain.

The lady at the train station information booth was all smiles when she
answered my question about buses to Izola in Slovenia.  “I don’t know, it’s not
my business,” in passable English.  I answered her in passable Deutsch, Danke
Bitch, or something like that.  I went outside to contemplate my next move and
decided to walk towards what I thought was the Ferry Terminal, which might
have busses close by.  Bingo. The bus to Izola would leave at 11:00.

Ten people and I had an uneventful journey across the border but I did
rescue an elderly lady’s umbrella that would have been destined to ride the bus
indefinitely kind of like the lost guy in the Kingston trio’s song MTA…”Oh he
never returned, he never returned, his fate is still unlearned…”  The passengers
gave me a rousing ovation. I had made ten new friends.

Izola turned out to be sort of a poor man’s Porto Fino.  Restaurants and
Pizzeria’s dotted the street facing the harbor.  An active dry dock area was
located between two separate marinas.  Typical European tiny streets wound
around and headed up hill towards the church than dominated the skyline.  I
located a hotel next to the breakwater jutting into the sea and settled in for the
night.  

For three days I shopped, visited locals and relaxed.  I bought a nice pair
of loafers for thirty five euros that would have cost eighty to a hundred dollars
back home and a small drawing of a local fishing village at the very busy, in
spite of the continued rainfall, Saturday market.  

Later I had a wonderful dinner at one of the local establishments.  I began
with a  nice starter of thinly sliced beef that I either ordered by mistake or it
was on the house.  A great spaghetti with Gorgonzola, a mixed salad and of
course a local wine. To finish the house offered a turquoise colored grappa that
was brought to the table in the bottle with a snaps glass, so I could pour my
own; on the house.   The cost was 3,370 Slovenian whatever’s or about fifteen
euros.

The couple at the next table ordered fish and it came on a large platter
about eighteen inches long.  I knew it was eighteen inches because it was just
six times three…Ok, Ok, it was twelve inches long.  The fish looked awesome.

After dinner I stopped at one of the last booths still open from the day’s
market.  They were selling honey liquor, giving samples from a large bottle as
half a dozen locals enjoyed the fruits of the proprietors labor.  I was soon



involved in a deutsch/English/Slovenian hand signal discussion about the
merits of the sprits I was sipping.  The elderly lady serving assured me as she
poured my third jigger that the honey liquor was a better aphrodisiac than
Viagra, breaking into a Cheshire cat grin and at the same time giving me the
closed fist, arm  up erection sign.  Everyone laughed and I hustled off to my
room to see how well it worked.

In the morning, before the continental breakfast,  I immediately looked
around for the honey booth but alas it was closed.  Fortunately for me I had
purchased a bottle of the liquor and to be safe another bottle of honey snapps.
Oh yeah. 

The church bells on Easter Sunday began at 5 am and for the first day
since arriving in Izola the sun was shining.  I limped up the hill through the
winding narrow walking streets towards the sound of the bells.  My arthritic big
toe was killing me and my guess was that the liquor didn’t work as a miracle
drug that far down the body.  I did my Easter prayer accompanied by an elderly
catholic couple.  I prayed for all the right things and a safe trip for Nancy and
Joey who will join me in two weeks.  Then I prayed for a good year for the
honeybees.  Our father, who art in heaven…



POPE JOHN PAUL

    Chapter Six

It has been a pretty significant weekend here in Austria.  We were on our way
back to Vienna from Wolfsburg when Pope John Paul II died.  Like the rest of the
world that story has dominated the media and will for the next two weeks. There is
speculation that the Cardinal from Vienna is one of the possibilities to replace the
fallen leader of the catholic world.  Certainly that has the attention of everyone here
in Vienna.  There is also speculation that Pope John Paul II will be buried in Poland
and if that is the case there is a good possibility that the train carrying him home
will go through Vienna.  I’m not catholic but I believe this man was an icon and an
especially peace loving leader.  I would agree with those who say he walked in
God’s footsteps. 

We played our first Austrian league game Vs the Corinthian Falcons in the
little town of Wolfsburg about an hour and one half from the Italian border.  The
Falcons are located in Klagenfurt but because they are the Corinthian Falcons they
play their home games in different cities around the state.  For you uninformed
there are ten states in Austria and Corinthia is in the south east corner bordered by
Italy to the south and Slovenia to the east.

The Slovenian Alps hovered in the background behind the stadium.  It was a
beautiful clear and sunny day and the hang gliders doing their frolicking in the
mountain air were in evidence all day long.  The crowd of about a thousand was
about equally split between Falcon and Viking fans.  Many of ours made the
journey on a booster bus.  I think it was a good thing because the traveling fans love
to party.  Fortunately the bus driver doesn’t.

The drive from Vienna took about four hours with a 45-minute lunch stop.
We have two busses and one is basically for the offense and the other for the
defense.  The drive down for the game was pretty tame.  Most of the players and
coaches were concentrating on game plans and busy getting their game faces on.
The drive back won’t be so controlled.

We jumped out quickly. Forcing them to punt on their first drive after we
backed them up to near their own goal.  We scored is six nicely run plays. Then we
tackled them in the end zone after their kick off returner reversed his field and
couldn’t get out of the end zone.  After their free kick we scored again in four plays.



Quickly it was 16-0. All day long our defense was a strength and the Falcons were
unable to move the football at all in the first half, their only first down was by
penalty.   Our offense, missing two starters stalled a bit but did score late in the
second quarter to take a 23-0 halftime lead.
 Three plays after the second half kick off we scored again and led 30-0 and
for all intent and purposes the game was over. The final was 37-7 as they got a late
score Vs our second defense.  They were better than last year and seem to have a
desire to compete with the three best Austrian teams.  For the first time in the
team’s five-year history they had Americans and import players on their roster.   In
Europe teams can have up to three Americans and an unlimited number of non-
Austrian European players.  Most of the best teams in Europe will have three or
four dual-passport players that usually played college football in the USA but
carried a European passport.  For example our quarterback is from Vancouver B.C.
but holds a Polish passport. 

As we drove north after the game the sun was just beginning to set. It was
seven pm or nineteen hundred European daylight saving times. I could see snow at
the top of the Karawkien mountain range as we followed the Lavttal River up the
valley floor towards Wien (Vienna). Our two busses were speeding up the four-lane
autobahn at 100 kilometers per hour or 60 mph. The beer was flowing and everyone
was pretty happy to get the first league victory.

The TV above the driver was playing a tape of the 2004 Super Bowl between
the Carolina Panthers and the New England Patriots but not many were watching.
Usually one of the busses is designated as the party bus and the second the quiet or
sleeping bus but because the four hour drive back home would get us into Vienna
near eleven o’clock, not so late, both busses were celebrating.

I was wearing a fez supplied by Thomas El Badriami one of our backup
running backs, originally from Egypt and sipping on a beer.  I was sitting next to
one of our trainers Raisel Azimi a great guy whose family still lives in Teheran,
although their original family home has been taken over by the government.  He is
one of two Iranians working with the team and both were smuggled out of Iran by
their families after the overthrow in 1979 of the Shah. Raisel is very proud of his
5,000-year-old homeland and yearns for the day he can once again return to a free
country.  The two stories of horseback rides at night over the mountains into turkey
and freedom are strikingly similar and equally heart wrenching.  They both feel that
one day the very pro-Western Iranian citizens will tire of the tyrannical rule by a
few and will take back their country.  



After arriving home the other Iranian, Allie Hassan Sabz insisted on driving
me back to my apartment.  Kind of apropos than a Muslim would be driving an
American Christian home through the streets of Vienna while the catholic world
mourned their fallen leader.  As we drove I couldn’t get Sarah Brightman’s
beautiful song “Time to say Goodbye” out of my mind.



                                                  FOLKLORE

Chapter Seven

 If you believe in folklore Dürnstein is the place in Austria for you to visit.
It’s a small village located about thirty kilometers west of Vienna on the Danube in
what is called the Wachau valley.  It was here in 1192 that King Richard the Lion-
Heart was imprisoned in the castle of Kuenringer.  Legend has it that the King was
discovered when he recognized the voice of his minstrel aide singing a merry tune
on his way to Vienna while in search of his master.  For me the city conjures up
visions of Robin Hood, Prince John and Maid Marion.   Robin Hood is Errol Flynn
and not Kevin Costner.  I don’t care what went on behind closed doors in Sherwood
Forest, Errol Flynn is Robin Hood.   Besides the only tight pants Kevin Costner
looks good in are the baseball trousers he wore in “Love of the Game”.

Yesterday we took the train to Krems a small town in the heart of the regions
wine country and historically one of Austria’s most important trade centers.  Its
charm is in the Gothic towers and the Italian Renaissance architecture.  We used
nearly every mode of ground transportation on our trip to the Wachau valley.  We
were a little late getting started because I tried to slice my finger instead of the
bread and was very successful.  Wiping the blood off the entire kitchen took some
time.  We missed the nine o’clock train so we had coffee in the Ubahn station and
waited until the ten o’clock.  Passing through the countryside along the Danube on
the one hour journey to Krems was again delightful.  Scenes of farm tractors and
other field equipment and laborers always impress me how hard some people have
to work for a living.

We arrived in Krems and spent two hours strolling around this picturesque
little village.  Because April is a little early for the tourist trade it’s pretty quiet.
The innerstadt, old city, is like most in Europe a time warp that forces people to
slow down.  It’s great therapy.  We stepped into a restaurant near the old town
entrance gate for a bite of lunch and as in most places the waiter immediately
brought Joey a dish of water.  Another scene unlikely to ever be witnessed in
America was of the cleaning lady, shoes off, stepping onto a chair with people
quietly dining next to her as she watered the plants. 

Nancy had knoblau suppe, garlic soup, and I enjoyed my favorite gulasch
soup mit (with) semmel.  A semmel is a small round piece of fresh bread that is



only served in Europe much to my dismay.  We then took a walk up a hundred or so
steps to a thousand year old church and on the way a motorist stopped his car in the
middle of the tiny one lane road, jumped out with the door open and the motor
running.  He ran to us and in rapid but flawless English said, “That is the most
beautiful animal I have ever seen.”  He went on to ask about our little beast and
shower compliments upon him.  This is an incident that seems to happen in one
form or another on a daily basis.  Out man-child Doberman is fast becoming the
talk of Vienna.  

From Krems we took a ten-minute bus ride through the vineyards to our
eventual destination of Dürnstein.  It is still too early for the grapes to be in bloom
but the sight of row after row of vines on flat land next to the water and up every
hillside is evidence of the regions lifeblood.  The single lane-winding road cuts
through villages with farmers busy with their daily chores.  It’s really enlightening
to see the activity while visualizing what the fruits of labor will bring in a few
months.

We found our favorite village pretty much closed down.  Not a single
restaurant or shop was open save for one.  The town was nearly deserted except for
a carpenter or two putting last minute touches to establishments that in one month
will be host to hundreds of tourists per day.  We found one wine shop open and
spent nearly an hour tasting wine, liquor and schnapps while kibitzing with the
delightful owner.  It turns out his shop was new had been the former post office.
Because tasting wine is so much more delightful than licking stamps, we stayed as
long as we could and left with two bottles of liquor we couldn’t find in America in a
thousand years.

The bus service is erratic this time of year so we opted for a taxi back to
Krems.  A talkative local lady, running Gabby’s Taxi Service, which only seemed
fitting, hustled us back in ten minutes, never stopping her chatter until after we
arrived.  No problem with Joey, she just hauled out a blanket from the trunk,
plunked it down on the back seat and off we went.  

The train ride back to Vienna was uneventful with the only change being
rabbits, pheasant and an occasional deer replacing the workers in the fields.  Once
back in the city we took the Ubahn to one of our favorite local restaurants for a
relaxing two-hour dinner.  Once again Joey was gazed at, petted and treated like a
celebrity.  Nancy made the mistake of ordering too much, again, and I for once
chose a simple lamb dish that was marvelous .  



We drove back to the apartment, having borrowed a car from one of our
players.  Johannes Wimmer is a handsome, bright and friendly kid who has visited
us in Oregon more than once. Like all our Vienna friends he is more than willing to
lend a hand or a car or a bed whenever appropriate.  We will need his car tomorrow
to pick up friends arriving from Portland.

It was a full day but again one of delight.  Joey and I crashed almost
immediately after arriving home.  Nancy took a call from here mother in Medford
and finished her day with a thirty-minute sauna.  Just another ho-hum romantic day
in the life of the Smythe’s.  Oh my. 



POLAND

Chapter eight

Can't drive around the block in Europe.  If you do, you end up in Poland.
Been there a few times.  In Vienna they even reverse the one way streets, they are
called Einbahnstraße's, about every six months. Don't want you to get comfortable
or make it too easy to drive to work.  They want you to take public transportation
anyway.  And, you should take public transportation.  Keeps you out of Poland.   

My first trip to Paris I ended up in Poland too many times.  First day I jumped
on the subway to go to the American Express office.  I was real careful to notice
where I got on the underground highway and count the six stops 'till the one to the
American Express office.  When I got back on and went six stops the opposite
direction, I came up in Poland.  Humm?  Must have gone the wrong way, so back I
went twelve stops, got out.  Poland.  Humm?  Figured out there were six different
subways, oops.  That would be twenty four directions I could go six stops.  Gonna
get costly.  But I solved that small problem by leaping off the platform and
scurrying across the tracks to the opposite side.  Saved a lot of French Franks.  As
opposed to French Fries that we now call freedom fries.  Needed to, but I got a lot
of strange French looks from folks not wanting to go to Poland.

Speaking of Paris.  That was my first stop on my first European tour.  After a
few days of sight seeing I got tired of the French arrogance, I think they all
graduated from a French imitation of FUCASS, and left town.  I bumped into four
blond girls from California and because we all spoke English I sort of joined their
group.  Carried their suitcases on and off trains for a few days before I figured out
two things.  First. I wasn't going to get laid by all four or any of the four and second
they all graduated from CSA, Cal State Anywhere, and were looking to protest
something, somewhere.  I wasn't.  So I left them to find another porter and headed
to Poland.  Or wherever the next train out of Dodge was going.

It was going to Spain.  OK, should be warm and if I got lost I could maybe run
along with some bull's till I found that Einbahnstraße that led to Poland.  Worked
my way to Barcelona where all the amputee's in the world congregate.  Never saw
so many one legged people in my life.  They must have been having a peg-leg pirate
parade or something.  I thought Penance was in France.  Naw, must have been in
Poland.



Left there and ended up on the French Riviera for  few days.  Really like
Monaco.  Never saw Princess Grace but didn't care.  The yought yacht harbor was
cool and didn't have many Einbahnstraße's to complicate matters.  Julio Iglacias
without Willie Nelson or Johnny Carson, was singing solo nightly at the outdoor
cafe on the harbor wall.  I thought he was pretty good although at the time he was
just about as famous as I was.  Neither one of us had been to Poland yet.

Never made it to Poland.  Never have.  I would like to though sometime.  I'm
guessing they don't have one way streets and I'll bet you can drive around the block
without ending up in Paris or Barcelona or Rome.  Maybe I can find Julio, sit in an
outdoor cafe and give lost tourists directions to the Louve.  Just follow that there
Einbahnstraße only go the opposite direction.  That'll work.



                         TRAINS, PLANES & AUTOMOBILES

Chapter Nine

I think somebody did a movie entitled Trains, Planes and Automobiles. John
Candy, his usual cast of characters and a bunch of other guys I think, who probably
have overdosed by now. When one lives five months of the year in Europe one gets
used to all three.  I’m one of those ones and I just put my niece Kelly on the train to
Prague.  She will be traveling with the Atwood family.  That would be Luke’s
parents and sister Lucy.  The train was scheduled to leave the station at 6:32.  It left
at 6:32.  This must be Europe.  Kelly arrived by plane last Tuesday.  Last weekend
we drove from Vienna to Bled, which is in Slovenia.  So that about covers trains,
planes and automobiles.

It’s a lot of fun to show off Europeville to our friends and family who arrive
from the states.  Bled is one of our little hide-a-way secrets that is about a five-hour
drive from Vienna.  Nancy and her friend Joan first went there to buy skis at the
Elon factory, which is close by.  I don’t ski and I thought Elon was one of those
entertainers with only one name, but I go anyway.  It’s a quiet little town
surrounding Lake Bled and was a favorite spot for a Mr. Tito, who was a live
puppet, sent from Moscow to rule the former Yugoslavia after WWII.

We crossed the border without so much as soliciting a nod from the border
guards sitting in their booth.  Seeing our American passports they just waved us
through.  Slovenia will join the European Union next year and this little border
crossing will become a line in the road and will be just as hard to cross as the line
between Oregon and California except you won’t have to prove you aren’t carrying
any fruit.  Don’t know what duty the border guards will draw.  Maybe guarding the
entrance to the local library. 

We checked into our hotel in Ribno, which is a suburb of Bled and not slang
for rhinoceros, then drove into town for dinner.  We chose one of my favorite
places, which specialize in very different pizza.  I ordered my usual, prosciutto and
gorgonzola and a glass of Slovenian red wine.  After satisfying our hunger we
strolled around and shopped at an outdoor market selling local goods and local
bads.  We bought some specialty items for our patio back home in USA land.  You
know, hand made stuff you couldn’t find in America except maybe at a Saturday



market under the bridge over troubled water.  Except these trinkets will last longer
than the bottle of wine Nancy and I shared for dinner.

After returning to the hotel we all congregated on the balcony outside the
Atwood’s room for some story telling and after dinner schnapps.  Later, after I went
to la la land, Kelly and Lance, one of our players along on the trip, went on a walk
to the nearby river.  Kelly managed to slip and kept herself from falling about fifty
meters into the river by snagging herself on a tree that was clinging to the top of the
cliff.  It was about midnight and most sane people wouldn’t be out and about in
Slovenia looking for a river.  But just maybe that wasn’t what these young people
were looking for. Anyway, Kelly is twenty-four and I don’t know any twenty four
year old people who are sane.  She is a very sweet and well-meaning young lady but
has always had an ability to find trouble in all sorts of forms where most people
don’t.  She flunked the course on decision making so I wasn’t surprised when the
knock on our door woke Nancy and I at six thirty in the morning.  She held up her
wrist, which looked blue to me and belonged on Frankenstein and not my niece.
She was in some pain and thought a visit to the local hospital might be smart.  Good
idea I thought and why did you wait so long?

Lance and the newly cast’ed Kelly met us later as we were hiding from the
downpour under an awning and trying to decide just when this castle overlooking
the lake, we were visiting was built.  We weren’t sure but we thought either 10ll or
1045.  Anyway, safe to say a long time ago, before broken wrists were put in
plaster.  So we all signed the cast and continued our committee meeting discussion
just about the time four busses loaded with tourists arrived. It was about then the
consensus was reached to end our search for the building permit starting time and
find dryer accommodation.

Mother nature had put on a pretty good thunder and lightning show all day
and night which limited our sightseeing somewhat and was either fortunate or
unfortunate depending on the status of your cash flow.  The dollar is worth about .
01 tolars which makes the thousand or so for a pizza make you feel like you’re rich,
which is nice because rich is something I’ll never experience.  That is unless you
consider that because I spend five months a year traipsing around Europe it makes
me rich in life experiences, which some would consider better anyway.  I would be
one of those people.  I’ve always said, “If you can do what you want to do, when
you want to do it, you’re rich”.  No matter the status of your bank balance.   Maybe
I’m right but I’ll bet my accountant doesn’t agree.



Kelly has been here a week.  She’s been all over Vienna riding streetcars,
buses and in the underground.  We drove along the yellow brick road to Oz, oops
Slovenia and found out their doctors were pretty good.  Now she is heading to
another former Iron Curtin country with bored border guards.  She is traveling
without a care and only a change of clothes in her backpack.  Next weekend we will
fly to Rome for a four-day holiday eating pasta with the Pope and other friends.
Might be nice, huh?  Anyway, as I sent my niece off towards the Czech Republic on
a train, holding her hand above her head to lessen the pain, the thought occurred to
me that she might agree with me.  Neither of us has a buck in our checking account
but that comes under the very large category, “Who cares.”  OK, rich will work.



SORRENTO

Chapter Ten

The view is truly spectacular.  We’re sitting on the veranda outside our
bedroom at the Villa Monica looking north across the bay of Naples. Mt. Vesuvius
is looming ominously in the background as we sip a glass of fine Italian merlot.

The trip from Vienna to Italy was rather routine. We took an early morning
plane to Munich and then on to Naples.  That’s when the fun began.  We found the
bus to Sorrento easily enough right in front of the terminal which reminded me of
the Aurora airport, two miles down the road from our home in Oregon, which
meant it wasn’t an international airport.  The bus ride was a little over an hour the
last half twisting and turning over a tiny mountain road with a surprising amount of
traffic.  We dropped down into the city of Sorrento and got off the bus at the town
square.

I had found our hotel, actually a bed and breakfast, on the internet and had a
name but no address and no phone number.  I had Sorrento in my mind as a small
fishing village surrounded by terraced cliffs occupied by vineyards overlooking
blue water.   In fact Sorrento is a very large town and no one had heard of the Villa
Monica.  Our waiter at the restaurant we stopped at for lunch looked in his hotel
guide to no avail.  It wasn’t listed in the phone book and the taxi driver had no clue
as to its whereabouts.  Jackie had this ‘not again’ look on her sweet face as I
scrambled for a clue as to how to locate our hotel.

Since I had found the place on the internet that seemed like the best place to
continue the hunt.  I finally located an internet café and with the help of a teenager
and his girl friend located the Villa web site.  We got an address and the taxi took us
up the mountain towards our awaiting hotel.  My first clue should have been when
the Taxi driver refused to drive up the small road leading off the main thoroughfare.
Apparently when he looked at the degree of difficulty he decided discretion was the
better part of valor.  The web site had said just walk up the incline two hundred
meters to the hotel.  Fair enough.

Calling the road an incline would be like calling Mt. Everest a hill. I’m not a
skier so when Jackie said the road would qualify as a black diamond ski run I
couldn’t relate.  However, I know this if I was at the top on a pair of ski’s there
would be no way in hell I’d begin the downward trek.  For you non skiers just
imagine standing at the bottom of a ski jump looking up.  That image should give



you  some idea as to the pitch.  It wasn’t a straight road, it twisted about every fifty
meters and around every turn the road took a more vertical route.  Nancy stopped
about one hundred meters up the incline with our bags but I had no alternative as
we had no phone and no mode of transportation except my feet.

Upward I climbed, I felt like Clint Eastwood in the Eiger Sanction, without a
safety rope.  Two hundred meters would be roughly two football fields long.  I
could relate to that.  I must have been into my tenth field when I finally came to a
sign for the Villa and my third aortic heart valve was about the only part of my
body still functioning.  Along about field five I took off my shirt because I was
sweating like a rhinoceros.  At every turn I stopped to catch my ever increasing
breath.  When I finally reached my destination I rang the doorbell, actually it was a
gate bell, which opened like the cave door when Alli Babba called out to his forty
thieves, “Open Sesime.”  Pasqualy, the proprietor had the most astonished look on
his face I have ever seen on a sane man.  I can only imagine what must have been
going through his mind as this nearly naked an obviously crazy American stumbled
down the pathway.  I pointed as his automobile and in between gasps for fresh air
asked, no told him he had better go and pick up my wife. Still shaking his head, he
obliged.

His first words to Jackie were, “Your husband is a disaster.”  Which would be
a kind way of saying I was near death.  However, after a two hour nap, a shower,
clean clothes, a hug and a kiss I was rejuvenated.  Thankfully Pasqualy had brought
to our exquisite room a bottle of water and even more important a bottle of wine for
our consumption.   He had his priorities straight.  

We spent a great evening exploring this beautiful spot on Italy’s map.  It turns
out Sorrento is the limoncella, an after dinner liquor, capitol of the universe.  Nearly
every store featured something relating to lemons or to the drink.  Pottery,
calendars, nicks knacks, you name it and nearly every establishment also offered a
complimentarily cup of the liquid. Lemons were on display  everywhere and looked
more like yellow cantaloupe. 

Our very ample lunch sufficed for all the nourishment we needed so when we
stopped for a drink all we ate were peanuts.  I had my favorite, sambucca, the
licorice flavored liquor and Jackie had a glass of area red wine.  Nice.  We bought
some gifts and deciding not to walk down to the harbor headed back.  Fortunately
Pasqualy was waiting for us at the appointed stop to drive  us back up Mt. Sorrento.



The view from our balcony was invigorating enough to make me forget about
the toll the day had taken on my body, which still had enough life in it to pour
another glass of spirits before Jackie and I  literally fell into bed, exhausted.



GRAPES

Chapter Eleven

We had a fun last few days in Europe let me tell you about them. We were
traveling with the Atwood’s, Mark and MG. Luke’s parents.  We drove south from
Vienna and turned east at Graz and found ourselves driving through rolling hills
not unlike we see in east Multnomah county heading towards the Cascade range.
In fact the terrain is nearly the same.  If Mt. Hood suddenly emerged behind the
hills to the east we would be in Estacada.  It’s very, very green and come to think
of it if we substituted rock walls for grapes we would be in Ireland…beautiful.

We found a nice Zimmer (hotel) on a hill overlooking all this splendor and
booked two rooms for the night and heading into the little town looking for
wineries to taste the local fruit.   We stumbled around for a bit and asked a few
questions, well Nancy did because she is the only one of us close to being fluent
alf deutsch.  Our first stop was at a pleasant winery with a great patio featuring
very large umbrellas under which we sat hiding from the hot sun.  We sampled the
white local wine and enjoyed conversation with the patrons.  The wine master told
us he had begun his career at age fifteen, in 1947, in Vienna.  He looked like he
knew what he was doing and the wine was quite nice, especially the muscatel,
which was a tangy white, not sweet, not particularly dry but very refreshing.  It
was the unanimous choice as the best of what we tasted.

We drove around for a bit stopping at different places all of which were
closed but finally found a delightful restaurant for dinner.  We all ordered fish,
nothing else was on the menu, and hoped for the best.  Four different entrée’s, four
great meals, eight glasses of wine and a bottle to go later, we paid our ninety-
seven euros and headed back for a pleasant evening on our balcony.  The rooms
were adjoining and cost forty-two euros per person, eighty-four for the room.  We
all decided that in the Napa Valley we would have to put a two in front of the
eight. 

I slept like a baby and because I purposely left my alarm clock at home Joey
woke me up at 6:30, which he nearly always does. After a constitutional walk, for
Joey not yours truly, we settled in the dining room for a breakfast of yogurt,
cereal, cheese and bread.  The coffee in Austria is always great and this was no



exception.  In fact it’s coffee that usually fills our suitcase for the flight home.  I’m
not sure where we Americans went wrong in the “How to make a pot of coffee”
derby, but we certainly did.

Day two of our little journey was much like the last half of day one.  We
stopped at a new winery, the “Gasthaus Tscheppe” an der Weinstrasse, (on the
wine road) and listened to a young man tell us about their grapes.  We sampled a
few, bought a few and when a tour bus arrived we moved on to a second place.  It
actually didn’t look like a winery but more like an outdoor store you would find
along the coast highway in Oregon selling local fruits and jams and such.  Indeed
it turned out to be the “Moser Winery” and the Viking look-a-like that poured the
grape was a real character.  He spoke almost no English and without Nancy we
would have been completely lost.  His wine was better than at our first stop and
we ended up buying quite a bit, convincing ourselves that we needed to start a
wine Keller in Vienna.  It may have been that we had “tasted” a little too much but
it was fun.  The guy was big enough to be an NFL lineman and delighted in telling
us about his product.  “My fathers son…me,” was how he began each
presentation.  Laughing as he spoke, it might have been his only English, he
would proceed to tell us why this particular wine was so special.  One of his wines
had been served at the White House and they all were very, very good.  His family
had been doing the wine thing for four hundred years with a two hundred year
break in the middle.  Safe to say long enough to get it right.

Driving over and around the fairy tale like hills with wineries nearly every
hundred yards was quite the experience. Visions of Hansel and Gretel and
gingerbread houses flashed through my mind and took me back to my grade
school days which as I remember were spent filling coloring books with my
crayola crayons.  Red topped roofed houses of periwinkle blue, yellows of every
shade and lavender set me to humming one of my favorite songs.  Lavender Blue
Dilly Dilly, lavender Green, now I’ll be king Dilly Dilly you’ll be my queen.  I
sang it to Nancy of course.

 The road was about as wide as a golf course cart path but there was very
little traffic to worry about.  This part of Austria has a surreal feeling about it.  I
get the distinct feeling I’m in Lilliputian Land.  The patchwork quilt visual affect,
rows of grapevines climbing up and down the sometimes amazingly vertical
terrain with the empty green fields in between, seemed to come directly from my
childhood coloring book.  Different shades of green from Emerald to Forest to



Lime, indeed throughout the entire spectrum of possible greens were trees and
fields of grass and criss-crossing vineyards.  It was a spectacular sight.

Once again we found a delightful spot for the evening stop along the
Weinstrasse and after a nice meal settled in for an easy slumber.  The twenty-four
euro price per person at the Helene Menhart Gastezimmer worked quite well into
my travel budget. 

Next we drove over the mountains following typical European graphic road
signs, to the A-2 and took the freeway to Italy.  We headed south until the Alps,
actually the Dolomites; disappeared in my rear view mirror and the land flattened
out heading towards the Adriatic Sea.  About noon we stopped in a little town, we
called it Spiegelberg, but it wasn’t spelled exactly like that, for lunch.  We chose a
roadside restaurant called “The Blob.”  The food was good in spite of the name
and one of the other customers told us of a winery down the road, which turned
out to be very good.  We got a custom tour from one of the workers and bought
too much red but we didn’t care.

Once again our dinner was special and they had a wonderful quiet apartment
not far away where we settled in for the night.  We finished the evening sipping on
a recently purchased bottle of Red in the garden, with Mark and MG, while
Mother Nature supplied a symphony of thunder and lightning.

We awoke to bright sun and clear skies in the town of Valva  and after a
typical European breakfast we started the journey back to Vienna.  We made one
wine stop at the Cantina Co-op in Rauscedo for a wine tasting.  Turns out the
place was the equivalent of a local gas station only with wine.  The locals were
lined up with their own jugs in the waiting room adjacent to the tasting bar.  The
busy on duty laborer poured our wine and in between would fill the local’s jug’s
with the wine of their choice…directly out of the huge vats using a hose not unlike
the local gas station attendant did thirty years ago.  I halfway expected him to
clean our windshield but he didn’t.  The locals came with jugs of all shapes and
sizes, from small Chianti like bottles to what appeared to be five-gallon gas cans.
“A bottle of Red, a bottle of White”….I swear I could almost hear Billy Joel in the
background.  The wine we tasted was the same as was supplied the locals and it
was pretty good and ranged in price from two thirty for the Tocai Friulano to six
fifty euros for the Bianco Cuvee per bottle.  The same wine ranged from one
fifteen for the Merlot to six euros per liter for the Pinot Bianco Brut, poured
directly into your own container.  I’m going back next spring.



We stopped at the border for one last Italian repast before finding a small
Zimmer in a quiet Austrian village for the night.  We were two hours from Vienna
and could have been a hundred miles from civilization while only twenty minutes
from the A2 freeway.  One more dinner with enough food for six people
completed our little journey.  

Mark and MG were great traveling partners and while our method of travel,
by the seat of the pants, would scare off most travelers we did just fine. We had a
great four days and I’m sure we’ll remember them while enjoying a nice
Willamette Valley Red some cool and quiet November night in Keizer, hopefully
celebrating a Celt victory, with our good friends.  You all take good care.  coach



                                        VIENNA WAITS FOR ME

Chapter Twelve

My musical tastes pretty much cover the entire spectrum.  At times I’m a
country guy.  I like Willy, Waylon and the Boys.  Some of Garth’s songs are pretty
good.  I like nearly all of Toby’s and sometimes I feel like “I should’a been a
cowboy.”   The Three Tenors work for me as well.  Sarah Brightman’s “Time to
Say Goodbye” album is awesome. I still listen to Buddy Holly and the Beatles.  Rap
will never be my thing, it’s just unjustifiable crap and I don’t care if that ages me.
Billy Joel can get a little off the straight and narrow some of the time. However, I
really like “Piano Man”, and every time I hear him sing “Vienna Waits For Me” I
get goose bumps.

The Lufthansa flight was scheduled to leave Portland at 4:50 PM, it was only
a few minutes late.  It was a nice bright day and spring was showing signs of
breaking out of its winter sleep.  We were in the air for ten hours but arrived in
Frankfurt without any bumps or bruises from the flight. Joey was sliding down the
oversized baggage ramp safe in his kennel only a few moments after we had picked
up our luggage off the main turnstile.  He was quite happy to see his two friends
and we were relived to see him as well.

We quickly found the rental car kiosk and with the help of the staff located the
car.  They were all very taken with Joey and anxious to help in any way possible.
We managed to get all of our luggage plus Joey’s travel home into the ford station
wagon and set off immediately for Nuremburg. I drove, Nancy was in the co-pilot’s
seat and Joey shared the back seat with our luggage and his kennel. 

We were  only about two hours down the autobahn and Joey and Nancy were
sound asleep.   I was beginning to drift off so I pulled over at a motorway rest area
and quickly found a nice hotel.  In Europe most of the rest areas include  a large
restaurant, gas station and a hotel. It makes it very easy to stop when you are ready,
even for the night.

Once again I am struck by the discipline of the drivers in Europe. I call it “get
out of the way” driving.  Faster cars zoom past in the left lane and immediately
move to the right. Absolutely no one drives in the left lane except when passing and
that doesn’t mean up ahead somewhere, like in Spain.   All the trucks are in the
right lane and if it is a three-lane highway everyone else is in the middle lane, only



using the left lane as a Grand Pre fantasy.  The result is a smooth advance by
everyone.  It’s such a contrast to the American driving scene where no one uses the
slow lane and slow cars clog the passing lanes. American needs to move one lane to
the right!  It is a false assumption that there are no speed limits on the German
autobahn.  There are, but if you’re driving the speed limit in the fast lane it won’t be
long before Michael Schumacher will be about to put his Ferrari into your back
seat. Get out of his way!  

After settling into our modest hotel room we took Joey and went out to eat at
the truck stop restaurant.  Dogs can go into restaurants in Europe so he felt quite at
home.   Usually no one takes notice, except that Joey is a very large Doberman, 100
lbs, and that draws quite a few stares.  Nancy and I think we could be naked and no
one would notice us at all. But I’m not very pretty naked and Nancy is too modest
so we both wear clothes when we go out.  We sat down and ordered a simple meal
from the fraulein waitress.  I was immediately reminded how quiet it is in European
restaurants and how friendly everyone acts.  People eating and visiting quietly, dogs
lounging beside tables, children quietly fussing.  What a contrast to an American
roadside restaurant.  Hell, any American restaurant.  Loud people, crying and
screaming kids and no dogs allowed.  I much prefer the laid back European
scenario.  

Oh, there are zero obese people as well. People watching, one of our main
activities, is kind of nice and always amusing especially in the spring when it’s
possible to sit at a sidewalk café sipping on a glass of wine or a cup of great coffee.
There are mostly nice looking people to look at in Europe. Although I’m a little
worried now as there seems to be a new  McDonalds or Burger King on nearly
every corner.

Of course Europeans have their own hang-ups.  Eighty percent of the women,
fifty percent of the men and one hundred percent of the teenagers smoke.  There is
more red died hair than you’ll see in a lifetime in the states and everyone has a  cell
phone glued to their ear. They call them “Handy’s” here and I think it must be
against the law to be without one or two.

In the morning we were quickly off to Vienna.  It took about six hours but
before we knew it we were heading into the city.  We met Felix, a great guy and our
team do-it-all, and he led us to our new apartment.  This year we are staying in a
new thirty two stories high apartment building located on the north side of Vienna
next to the Danube.  It’s not far from a lot of water and recreational opportunities.
Perfect for Joey. We are a five-minute walk from the underground, which in ten



minutes takes us to city center.  Thanks again to Felix and the Vikings for looking
after our best interests.

The apartment is furnished. Well, sort of furnished but Karl the team owner
will add any items we may find necessary. So we made a list consisting of a
vacuum cleaner, easy chair, curtains, TV, and area rugs. In no time we’ll be in a
very accommodating living space.  Content to make it our home for the next five
months.



48 HOURS

Chapter thirteen

I’m sure someone stared in a movie called 48 hours. I’m not sure who, maybe
it was Mel Gibson, maybe not.  You need to understand I’m a little frazzled right
now.  I’ve just spent 48 hours in hell.  Our season was complete, our visit over and
we were preparing to head home to Portland, in Oregon, in the USA.  The forty
eight hour problem began two days ago when we borrowed a car to take our
luggage to the city airport departure check-in located in downtown Vienna.  We had
four very large bags and they just fit into the small car I had borrowed from one of
our players. It had turned hot in Austria and the temperature was about ninety
degrees.  The real problem was neither of the two side windows in the car worked.
They were permanently locked in the closed position. The car had no air
conditioning so the temperature inside was about 120.  It was like a sauna and in
about thirty seconds I was dripping sweat down my back to my lower extremities.
Understand I can sweat in the dead of winter; it’s one of the few things I still do
well.

I’ve always looked at air travel the same way I look at heart surgery.  Neither
is pleasant but have to be done now and then, at least for me, and the sooner the
better.  So I try to get to the hospital or airport as quickly as possible accompanied
with my let’s get this over with attitude!  Fast forward to the Vienna airport.  We
loaded Joey into his kennel and got him to the large baggage loading area, said
goodbye and headed to our own departure area.  Our flight was to leave at seven but
there was a thirty-minute delay posted on the big overhead flight information board
in the main concourse.  I didn’t’ like the look of that.  Your operation will be
delayed for thirty minutes.  Why, is the doctor still on the golf course?  Anyway we
boarded the flight bound for Frankfurt in good time but after sitting for about forty
five minutes a very polite stewardess informed us there was an un-repairable air
conditioning problem and we would have to return to the loading area, where we
were informed that the flight had been canceled and we would have to go to the
transfer desk to get rebooked.  Your new heart valve is defective, we’ll have to find
another one.  Are you beginning to get the picture?  

We stood in line for about forty-five minutes before finally being told a new
flight would leave in thirty minutes.  This time we didn’t get on the plane before



they canceled that flight.  We had set up our morning trip to Frankfurt so we would
have a four-hour layover, plenty of time to catch our flight to Portland.  Smart
move, except we expected to spend those four hours in Frankfurt and not in the
Vienna airport.  

The fifty-minute trip to Frankfurt got us to the gate with fifty-nine minutes to
make our connecting flight to Portland.  Have you even landed at gate number
whatever and had your connecting flight at the next gate?  Neither have I and this
was no exception.  We arrived at concourse B, gate 38; our departing flight would
leave from concourse A, gate 27. We began our forced march down the B
concourse in terminal one and had to navigate between people on a slow walk to
nowhere heading home from somewhere, while counting the gate numbers down to
one.  In between concourse A and B was about a two football field long corridor.
Of course most of the moving walkways were closed and every time we had to stop
for carry-on luggage checks at those x-ray machines, three times, to be exact, they
were jammed with people trying to squeeze through.  My computer was in my
carry-on and made it through the checks in Vienna and the first two in Frankfurt
before the x-ray machine said whoa big fella.  I had to take it out so they could look
at it; guess they can’t tell it’s a computer until it’s standing by itself.  My scissors
and my Swiss army knife made it through Vienna as well but I got nabbed at
machine number two in Frankfurt.   I guess the guy at machine number one really
didn’t think I wanted to hijack the plane. Nancy’s nail file didn’t make it either, but
her toothpicks did.  Go figure.

After our kamikaze journey through the biggest airport in Europe we finally
made it to what I thought was the last check.  This was after we had waited in one
line for about ten minutes before some lady in a red coat, who didn’t fight for the
British, came by and announced that all Americans needed to go to another check
point for security reasons. Just as we arrived someone else announced on the
overhead loudspeaker that the Portland flight was about to leave and all passengers
should report immediately to the gate.  Nancy took that to mean jump in front of the
hundred or so people standing in line and soon she was out of sight.  Not wanting to
piss off the equally annoyed people in front of us I didn’t move to the front of the
line.  I figured Nancy would get to the gate and tell the people that there was
another person in her party and they would hold the plane.  Wrong.  There was
another passport check and Nancy had to wait for me at that point. By the time we
got through that spot and arrived at B-27 we could see the plane just pulling out of
the boarding area.  Not a good sign.  The last plane they turned around after it left



the gate was the one in the Steve Mc Queen movie Bullitt and I think they only did
it because it was in the script.  I was obviously not Steve Mc Queen so there was no
chance.

Next move was to rescue our dog, who the flight attendant at gate B-27 told us
missed the plane as well.  Guess there were a lot of dogs in front of him because he
didn’t have any carry-on luggage to be checked. Down to the lost luggage, he
wasn’t really lost, we went where the on duty attendant told us it was a really big
airport, no shit, and it might take an hour to find him.  I wanted to say he would be
the big Doberman barking, and it might not be so hard to locate him, but thought
better of it.  Nancy heard his bark not long after that and we were reunited.  We
managed to convince a very nice guy that the dog would be better off with us at our
hotel, so we left the kennel and with Joey in tow went back to the transfer desk.
After standing in the wrong transfer desk line for fifteen minutes we finally were
pointed in the correct direction and the smiling lady was able to get us booked on
the same flight the next day. Let’s see, smiling lady, smiling nurse, irritated
customers or patients, it’s pretty much the same. “Your heart valve just arrived and
I think we can get you in tomorrow.” Off to the hotel for missed flight folk we went
in the shuttle bus.  That was only after this exhausted patient/passenger tried to sit
on a bench to wait for the shuttle but was informed the bag I was sitting next to had
been left and nobody knew whom it belonged to, so  the bomb squad had been
called.  I moved to the next bench, figuring at that point being put out of my misery
wouldn’t have been a bad alternative.

The hotel was close by and turned out to be just fine if you like hotels next to
airports.  It was filled with American military personnel on leave from Pakistan,
Afganastan or Iraqistan or somewhere in middleastistan so at least I felt pretty safe.
The next morning we left the barracks about two hours before our flight was
scheduled to leave and because we were already booked and had our seat
assignments, figured it would be an easy morning.  Wrong again.  First the new lost
luggage guy didn’t know what to do about getting Joey back on the plane and sent
us to another guy who said all we needed was a new baggage tag.  Nancy went up
to the counter two floors up while I waited.  Of course the lady at the counter said
we didn’t need anything new and it took forty-five minutes to convince here we did.
After some discussion with another new baggage guy we sent Joey off towards the
plane.  Turns out this guy actually handled the baggage and therefore knew more
about what to do than the guys behind the desk.  Kind of like labor knows more
than management but then I’m a little prejudiced there.



Back towards concourse B gate 27 we went.  Again we had to maneuver
through throngs of tourists going home and locals leaving home.  Through the same
security and x-ray checks and once again it took about an hour.  We arrived in time
for the flight and boarded via the tarmac because the plane was located about a
fifteen-minute drive from the terminal.  We figured we were in the right spot when
as we walked from the bus to the plane we heard the delightful sounds of a dog
singing or howling.  Sounded like a big dog.  Sounded like a Doberman.  Sounded
like Joey.

You’re thinking end of story.  Not so fast. We did get on the flight and we did
take off on time.  However, the young twenty something kid behind me, who could
have played center for an NBA team, kept punching me in the back trying I guess to
get some circulation in one foot while he rested his shoeless socked other foot on
my armrest.  I think he had washed the sock sometime in the last month so it wasn’t
so bad.  There were the obligatory crying babies in the middle and four teenagers
were in the two rows in front of us. They were obviously members of some group
heading home after a tour of Europe.  The two girls’ in front of us weren’t so bad
except they talked most of the trip; stop the presses, young girls talking.  The two
guys were different.  One either had blond spots on dark hair or dark spots on blond
hair I couldn’t tell.  The other didn’t say much.  He looked like he had just gone ten
rounds with Muhammad Ali and had the appropriate fresh scab wounds  on his face
to prove it.  It wasn’t long before the girls passed up a flask full of something, I’m
just guessing here but I don’t think it was water, while making sure their history
teacher chaperone wasn’t looking. 

Fortunately the tour group kids quieted down, maybe it was the booze, and the
Shaquille O’Neil look-a-like behind me settled down to an every ten-minute routine
of karate kicks.  Nancy kicked my ass in cribbage, she pretty much always does.
Card games I don’t do well.  About the time the two bad movies were over and the
bad food had been eaten with the very sharp knife and fork which had somehow
made it through the x-ray machine,  the pilot came on and told us we were ten
minutes ahead of schedule.  I thought we were ten minutes short of twenty-four
hours late but what the hell.  Anyway he told us the temperature in Portland was
currently 103 and I hoped it was in Fahrenheit.  I also hoped that the windows in the
car of our good friend picking us up  worked.  

We got off the plane fine.  Why is it that the plane you are in always
disembarks at the last gate on the concourse?  We arrived at baggage claim to await
our luggage.  It’ll probably come off first, right?  Joey arrived through the big



animal door singing a tune.  We couldn’t let him out of his cage/kennel so he
serenaded all four hundred people awaiting their luggage for about an hour.  Where
are the animal  rights people when you need them? Are you like me, believing that
the first hundred or so bags that come out don’t belong to anyone?  Around and
around they go, very enticing.  I think it’s designed to make you feel like yours will
come out eventually.  

Just like heart surgery its been a tough  forty-eight hours.  The good news is, if
you make it through the operation or to your destination you’ll soon be on the road
to recovery.  And even forty-eight hours is better than stopping or crashing in the
middle of the operation/flight.  Don’t think it’ll take more than a month or so.  I
know one more thing Billy Joel,  Portland waits for me. 



BLED

Chapter Fourteen

 We found this little Slovenian village called Bled about eight years ago.
Actually Jackie and her friend Joan did.  They had left Vienna and went to pick up
some ski's at the Elan factory located about ten miles from Bled.  I was in the
hospital about one week short of my second heart surgery but that's another story.
We've been back a few times and the place is still one of my favorite hideaways in
Europe.   

A small lake is surrounded by the town and is both a summer and winter
resort.  Skiing in the winter.  One of the runs ends nearly in the lake at the north
end.  In the summer its swimming, boating and walking the many trails around the
lake.  They have boats for fifteen or twenty that are pushed around the mile long
lake by Venice like gondoliers standing in the back of the skiff rowing forward.  

Sculls, I think that's what those little boats people row are called.  You know
the Henley on Themes regatta with the Cambridge and Oxford boys.   Ivy league
contests like Harvard Vs Yale silently attacking the Lawrence with their supporters
sipping white wine on the bank.  The craft look like they weigh  about as much as
Twiggy, she was a model in the fifties boys and looked like she belonged in a
hospital ward for the eating deprived.  

In Bled they have the one man, two men, four men and seven men sculls.  The
course runs from the south shore of the lake to the north, where a large grandstand
is located along the finish line.  All day long there is a constant battle of sculls
flying along the top of the water inside the lanes that are formed by small pontoons
about every twenty yards or so floating on  the lake.  I know nothing about scull
racing.  Can't figure out why sometimes the sculls are  propelled by rowers with one
row and sometimes two.  In the four man sculls sometimes the first and third rower
have oars on the same side and sometimes its first and fourth.  Sometimes they  all
have two oars. The seven men crews use two oars and have the little caddie in the
back yelling at them while they sweat to the beat of ramming speed.  Like those
slaves in the movies.  Very hard to figure but I can sit along the side of the lake and
watch, fascinated for hours.  Kind of like sitting at an outdoor cafe but the people
are moving a lot faster.

Bled is really refreshing.  So wholesome and active.  People enjoying
themselves and not infringing on others privacy.  It's impossible not to notice the



European kids, no matter the age. They are so quiet, so respectful, even when being
just kids.  What a contrast to American kids.  I see none of the screaming, "I want"
USA child syndrome.  How refreshing.

They have large expensive hotels for the tour group crowd and pricey upscale
bed and breakfast chalet's along with the still dirt cheap old Europe rooming houses
with the bath at one end of the hall and the toilet at the other. Europe used to be full
of those type places.  But they have pretty much modernized, much to my dismay,
and put the bath and toilet in the rooms.  Of course the price of that same room went
up about fifty to seventy five Euro's.  I don't mind walking down the hall to the
toilet.  Hell I do that at home.  Our toilet isn't in our bedroom and neither is the
bath.  

It's a sign of the times.  We pay tons of money for conveniences now.  I can
vividly remember when I made $360 per month and just wanted to make $500.
Thought I'd be in fat city then.  But typically as you make more you spend more.
Gotta have that cable TV deal with two hundred channels none of which have
anything worth watching.  And the cell phone and the answering machine and call
waiting.  Also, the phonograph turned into a CD player and just have to have the
most expensive speakers and sound system made in the civilized world.  Oh Yeah.
No wonder my monthly salary of ten times what I made in my first real job isn't
enough to cover my monthly bills.  Hell music is music.  Sounded like the Beatles
on the turntable or the radio with no speaker system.  Its the Jones's you know.

Another thing, European people still wear shorts.  They end about four inches
above the knee. They look like shorts. They're cool as in not warm and they look
cool tool.  Actually its more like they look right.  They don't look ridiculous, like
the four inches below the knee hip hop crap the American's wear for shorts.  My
mother wore what in the fifties were called peddle pushers, they ended four inches
below the knee.  They looked kind of stupid.  Like someone made a mistake and cut
the bottoms off the pants or forgot to cut the legs off the shorts.  They didn't look
great on my Mom fifty years ago and they look worse on men today.  Thank God
for the Europeans.



                                                  ABOUT TIME

Chapter Fifteen

I’ve spent a lot of time and written a lot of words about what I like about
Europe and specifically what I like about Vienna, Austria.  It’s probably about
time I told what I don’t like.  This might take some thinking on my part so
bare with me.

Ok, I’ve thought about it and here’s what I’ve come up with.  None are
earth-shattering  dislikes  but  for  those  of  you  who  can’t  stand  a  positive
approach I’ll give you something to say, “Told you so”, about.  I’m not sure I
like the bottle half full or half empty analogy but if I have to be put into one
category analysis I would be a half full guy.  For all you half empty guys here
is what I don’t like about Vienna.

First, the damn busses, trolley’s and subways are always on time.  I can’t
arrive one minute late and catch my ride.  If it say’s leaving at 11:11 don’t be
there  at  11:12.   T’s  me  off.   And  while  we  are  discussing  public
transportation, why is it that if I don’t have a schedule I always come around
der  ecke,  the  corner,  to  see  the  bus,  trolley  or  subway  just  pulling  out?
Always!  In my ten years here I have never once arrived at my stop to find the
bus, trolley or subway just arriving.  Why do you suppose that is? Here’s what
I think it is.  The Guy up there in the yonder won’t let anybody be good at
everything or lucky at everything.  He gave me good luck in football, which is
fortunate  for  this  football  coach,  but  he  also  gave  me  bad  luck  in  nearly
everything else.  Can’t fix anything.  Can’t win a bet on anything.  Never won
a raffle.  Never won a drawing.  You get the picture?  I did a long time ago.
So I don’t try to fix anything.  Don’t gamble and don’t go anyplace where they
have raffles, so there.

Second, the waiter, waitress and or the bar tender never come with the
check on time.  Doesn’t matter if it’s a coffee house, restaurant, heuringen,
local wine family restaurant, outdoor or indoor café, you have to ask them to
bring the check.  How rude.  I  can sit  in my choice of eating or drinking
establishments until the place closes and he or she still won’t come unless I
catch his or her eye.  That’s not exactly right, because the place won’t close
until I ask for the “zahlung bitte, check please.  How I long to be kicked out of
a restaurant for overstaying my welcome.  

There  is  that  smoking  thing.   Ten  years  ago  everybody  in  Europe
smoked.  Now, I’ve told you, not everyone does.  Just about everyone does.  I



grew up in a household where the only person who didn’t smoke was me.
Other people smoking don’t bother me much, unless I’m in a place where the
ceiling is six foot above the floor and there are no doors or windows in the
place.  So I guess I don’t like restaurants that don’t have an outdoor patio
where I can sit.   So there.  Austria is a neutral and democratic and a free
country.  Guess everyone can choose to invite Mr. and Mrs. cancer into their
lives if they want to.  I’m not going to intrude on their right to make decisions
like that.  Just can’t figure out why intelligent people subject their body to that
obvious risk. Our tobacco companies are enjoying it though.

I don’t much like the low lifers hanging around the train stations either.
At least they’re not armed with anything more than a big dog.  Ever wonder
how a homeless bloke can afford a healthy looking and obviously well fed
dog?  Crossed my mind a time or two.  Actually a few of my police friends
say they can keep a better watch on those folk and the drug trade knowing
where they congregate.  But maybe I’m wrong, maybe they aren’t drug users.
Maybe they just like a beer at six o’clock in the morning.

I’ve told you about the inconvenience thing, but let’s review.  Nothing is
open on Sunday except restaurants, so I can’t hustle down to the local grocery
store for my Sunday meal.  Stores aren’t open all night so I’ve got to do my
shopping before six PM.  The refrigerators are small so I can’t load them full
of a months worth of food, half of which I throw out because I forgot it was
there until I smelled what was left of it.  The ice is produced at exactly thirty-
two degrees Fahrenheit or zero Centigrade and it melts the moment it hits the
beverage of my choice.  But I don’t like my red wine cold so that’s not a big
problem.  

Speaking of red wine, my owner thought I was an expert on red wine.  I
set him straight, “Peter, I’m an expert on drinking red wine.  Don’t know a
damn thing  about  it”.   And it  makes  me upset  that  I  can’t  buy  a  decent
California red for more than eight or ten bucks.  But then I pay two or three
times that for the same bottle in the USA so I guess it evens out.  Actually I
never drink California wine here.  I’m stuck with Italian red, Austrian red,
French red and that upsets me some.

My biggest regret is that I can’t watch the Masters golf tournament, or
the US Open or the British Open. I really miss watching the triple crown horse
races,  the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness and the Belmont Stakes.  I  don’t
miss for one second the NBA but I do miss the NCAA Final Four.  I miss
watching  my  Yankee’s  but  at  least  I  get  to  watch  them  play  in  August,
September and most times October.  Well that’s about all I can think of that I
don’t like about this place I live in for five months of the year.  Sorry there
isn’t more there for you half empty guys.  Oh, I don’t like leber knudel suppe.



That would be noodle soup with this big round blob of liver floating in it. Stay
away from that at all cost!  An even bigger sin is they don’t have jujjy fruits,
black licorice or cheesits.  I don’t know how I survive.  Pray for me.



OUTDOOR CAFÉ

                  Chaptr Sixten

I love to sit in the outdoor cafe's in Europe and specifically in Vienna.  The
sights are amazing.  People watching is loads of fun and doesn't infringe on any
one's space.  Jackie and I will quite often take an afternoon and sit along the Kartner
Straße, the main shopping street in the first district which is  downtown Vienna, at
one of a number of street side cafe's and wile away the afternoon sipping on red
wine while people watching.

Tonight I had dinner in a little cafe two blocks from our apartment in the tenth
district.  There are about six tables most sitting under large yellow umbrellas to
block the sun.  It is a very local establishment and very blue collar for sure.  The
locals were drinking beer and talking about the day's experiences and the waitress
was doing here best to keep up while periodically sitting and sipping on the house
white wine.  I ordered what turned out to be a killer goulash soup and a viertel, that
would be a one quarter liter, rot wein or red wine and she honored me by
complimenting me on my Deutsch.  That doesn't happen very often although I must
be getting better with the accent of the few phrases of the language I do know. 

I think my very first experience in outdoor cafe's was in Madrid.  It was
during my initial European excursion in the summer of 1964.  I had arrived in
Spain's capitol city via train.  Utilizing my Euro-rail pass and sleeping on the train
on the trip from Bordeaux on France's Atlantic coast.  Sleeping would have been a
lie on this trip because like it is a lot of time in southern Europe the scene on a train
was more like a family picnic.  First off the Euro-rail pass was for first class travel.
In Europe most people travel second class because it is much cheaper and
comfortable as well.  However, in southern Europe, Spain and Italy without a doubt,
the travelers ignore that fact  and just sit wherever they choose.  Usually with all
their loud, fussy and generally obnoxious kids.  They'll stay until the conductor
kicks them out but as soon as he moves on back they come.  The result is nearly
zero sleep.  I remember finally dropping off for a few moments about the time the
sun was just appearing and after what seemed like seconds was awaken by a
screaming kid yelling Madrid, Madrid over and over.  His first class intruding



parents were oblivious. He screamed all the way to the capitol which turned out to
be another two hours.  Not my fondest train ride.

Arriving in Madrid's main train station amid the usual turmoil of that mode of
travel was at least eye opening.  I wondered towards city center and found a very
nice and quiet outdoor cafe.  Sitting there watching the traffic go by, actually taxi's
go by, was delightful.  Shaded by a large overhanging popular tree and sipping on a
Pepsi I was able to relax and enjoy the ambiance of Spain's largest town.  It is very
beautiful if not over-run by yellow taxi's zipping everywhere.  

I witnessed my very first video machine and thought at the time how
ingenious.  It was a simple TV screen with a video of some female singer and a
group of dancers.  The tune was sort of exotic although I had no idea who the singer
was or the name of the song.  In America at the time, there were no such video
devices and I wondered why not.  The ridiculous, obnoxious and border line porno
MTV crap we get on our TV's now is a very poor imitation of that nineteen sixties
Spanish original.

On that trip I was low budget that's for sure.  But I did manage to find an
outdoor cafe everywhere I stopped.  I drank Pepsi, although beer and wine were
both considerably cheaper, because I didn't drink alcohol at the time.  Hell, I was
only twenty three years old.  Why would I?  Sometimes I just drank water which
was free and fit my budget quite nicely.  The only thing I liked about the Riviera
was the outdoor cafe's.  The beach was dirty and rocky except in front of the four
and five star hotels which had imported nice soft sand for their patrons. 

Rome, Athens, Munich, Vienna and Paris were much nicer places and their
outdoor cafe's were where I spent my most peaceful times.  My first trip through
Europe lasted a full three months and I did it on $200 not counting my Euro-rail
pass.  Of course I lost twenty pounds and showed up for football camp at my high
school playing weight of 165 much to the displeasure of the head football coach at
Frontier Union Canyon College.  My diet of bread and cheese that I purchased for
next to nothing at the outdoor markets and my staple Pepsi wasn't exactly on the
good healthy diet plan but I really didn't care.  

The relaxing don't hurry at any price atmosphere in Europe and specifically at
the outdoor cafe's fit my idea of lifestyle to the tee.  I didn't know it at the time but
those days of people watching were to be only the first in what has become what
many people say I manage to do best.  I do nothing almost as well as today's
teenagers.  In fact one could say I was way ahead of my time.  Let's sit awhile and
contemplate that.  I know a great little cafe just around the corner.



                                                 ONLY IN AUSTRIA

         Chapter Seventeen

You remember the Kingston Trio don’t you?  Well, you should.  They were a
fifties threesome.  Not on the golf course, they wore striped shirts, had real short
hair and sang songs for a living.  One of their hits was “The MTA” or something
like that.  It was about this guy that got lost on the Boston underground and the
refrain went something like….”He never returned, oh, he never returned, his fate is
still unlearned”, and so on and so forth.  This morning about six o’clock as I tried to
find my car in the underground parking complex next to our apartment, I couldn’t
help but hum that damn song.  Whatever happened to coach tom?  Last we heard his
was looking for his car in one of those underground park platz in Vienna…. I’ve
told you it’s impossible to go around the block in Europe.  Well, it’s also impossible
to find your car in an underground parking garage.  They have all these numbers
and all these arrows pointing out where to go but none of them lead you where you
want to go and in this case it was where my f-ing car was. Doors lead to stairs that
lead to nowhere and the ones that do are locked. After a thirty minute comedy act
that belonged on an episode of “Seinfeld”, I finally found the damn car and actually
managed to drive out as well.  That was a bonus.  It’s been a real long day.

Actually my day began yesterday twenty four hours ago, about six when I got
up took Joey for his morning walk and packed for the trip to Graz.  I had to pick up
my rental car downtown so needed to get an early start.  That’s when my problems
began.  The rental was a stick shift, no problem, Dad taught me how to drive on one
of those while that trio was singing songs, in the glorious fifties.  That was in the
last century. Oops, the twentieth, it wasn’t the last cause we’re now in the twenty
first.  Except on this particular day my arthritic left big toe began its pain thing.   I
think it’s actually supposed to be called the large toe.  I remember that from one of
my biology classes, or one of those ologies that I didn’t sleep through.  So I’m
trying to shift with enough pain every time I touch the clutch that I’m almost crying
and hell, it’s only early in the morning.  I shouldn’t have anything to cry about yet.
The game doesn’t start for another seven hours.

I drive to our old practice facility across town where I’m sure the team bus
will leave at eleven o’clock.  Of course I can’t find a parking place close to the
place so I limp about a half mile up to the Viking team area.  I’ve seen no one and



find that a little strange but I am more than an hour early so I go in to the restaurant
to have a cup of coffee.  Except this is the Saturday they have decided to remodel
the damn place and there are jackhammers going off everywhere.  I’ve left my keys
to the office at the apartment, small blunder, so I can’t go there for a little respite.  I
decide to limp back to the car and find a restaurant that isn’t under construction for
a little quite cup of java.  Now it really gets good.

One of our players comes up suddenly from out of Oz or Poland or someplace
carrying his shoulder pads and helmet.  “Hey coach, has the bus left?”  “Shouldn’t
have it’s only nine fifteen”, I say.  So he says, “Yes coach and the bus was
scheduled to leave at nine but it never leaves on time.”  I can attest to that fact.  I’m
thinking oh well, I only missed that departure by two hours.  This day isn’t
beginning real well.  Axel, one of our running backs, pulls out his handy, that’s a
phone you fool and I told you everyone here in Austria has two, and calls Felix, our
athletic director,  who promptly answers and says the bus is on the way about
twenty klicks down the road.  Trust me in my eight seasons here, if the bus was
scheduled to leave at nine AM, it always left closer to ten, but what the hell.  

Axel is beside himself and mumbling about never missing a bus in fifteen
years of playing football although he has had many nightmares about just this
experience.  “Not to worry son, you’re with the head coach and they didn’t wait for
me either”!  Only in Austria.  We jumped into my car and chased after the bus.  It’s
fortunate that I was there for Axel of course, but it was also lucky that he was there
for me or I’d of been drinking coffee someplace in der stadt, probably Hutteldorf
and might have never made it to the game. .  A dorf is a village, not sure what a
huttel is.   We caught the team at a rest stop about an hour down the highway eating
schnitzel and Axel took some good ribbing from his teammates.  Joey made sure
they didn’t have any smart remarks for me. 

I followed the team buses to Graz and managed to actually find a parking
place next to the stadium.  Maybe the day wouldn’t turn out so bad after all.  In fact
the game came and went and we kicked their butt’s 51-19 but then the comedy
continued.  My backpack, which I carried into the dressing room, with my car keys,
passport, money clip and life in it, wasn’t there.  “All right, everyone stop.  Don’t
move.   Who stole my backpack”?  The frantic search with coaches, naked players
and equipment and massage ladies all looking actually worked.  Felix found it;
someone had mistaken it for theirs and moved it to another room.  Thank God for
Austrian efficiency. Oh yeh, it’s no big deal to have a few women handing out
towels, doing massage and picking up after the players while they move to and from



the shower.  I told you naked is no big deal here.  Takes some getting used to
though.

I was only five minutes late for the press conference, which didn’t really
matter because it was nearly all in Deutsch and even with my “B” grade in German
I dangling from my neck like a silver medal, I didn’t understand a word.  Well,
that’s not true, I did get enough to know that the press guys were drilling our
worthy opponent representatives with all the Why, How Come and What the Hell
questions they could think up.  Had to smile, under my breath, can you do that?
Seems the media here isn’t much different than they are back home.  Hey, it wasn’t
what they didn’t do you moron, it was what we did.  What we did was play our best
overall game vs. Graz in my entire career here in Austria.  Sure felt good.  So did
the Austrian beer I was sipping on while taking congratulations from some of our
many fans.  Winning sure beats the hell out of that other thing.

My plan was to drive up the middle of Austria, towards Linz after the game.
Our “B” team was to play there on Sunday and I wanted to watch the young kids.
But, once again, my luck turned ugly.  I found out that there isn’t one hotel between
Graz and Linz.  That would be about two hundred kilometers and one hundred
tunnels or about three hours of driving.  When I arrived in Linz I found a Marriott
hotel, which was of course booked solid, as were both the other hotels in town.
Seems Sunday was the Linz marathon and no rooms were available within a
hundred kilometers of the place.  Hell, I could drive to Poland before I found a
room.  It was only about ten o’clock so I took Joey for a pee and we hoped back
into the car and drove home to Vienna.  I’ve always thought Linz was a strange city
anyway.  Something about a big city with only three hotels doesn’t quite cut muster.
That’s military  verbiage and means “It ain’t right” bud.  It was where a guy named
Adolph was born though.  What do you expect?

It was midnight when we arrived and finding a parking place on Saturday
night happed once, that was in 1938 just before Hitler invaded. He came from
Germany, not Linz.  So having no alternatives I took a chance and parked in the
parking garage from hell.  I was careful to note the door from which I emerged from
the depths so in the morning I would have a chance to find my car. Turns out that
door is locked and I think that’s where this story began.  But hey, we ordered scotch
and water from room service.  Joey had the water  and I had the scotch. Because I
was sort of wired from all the driving and the excitement of the day I popped in a
tape of Law and Order.  We sipped on our drinks and closed the door on this typical
day in my second favorite country.  My large toe feels better now.  We won again



and Jerry Orbach and Sam Waterston put the bad guy in jail again.   How do you
say All Right in Deutsch?



ROAD TRIP

Chapter Eighteen

I must have taken about two hundred bus ride road trips in my day as a player
and a coach.  At least.    Some have been long and some have been short.  Most of
them have been pretty routine.  For example the trip from St. John to Kent takes
about ten minutes except during rush hour.  

I can remember bus trips home from the coastal town of Long Beach when I
was a high school athlete.  I prayed in the back of the bus that we wouldn't slide off
the ice slippery road on some curve over the mountain range we had to traverse on
our way back inland.

Another high school experience was rather humorous.  We had lost the game
and our coach as usual demanded total silence on the return bus ride.  One of our
disgruntled senior back up players chose to begin shuffling a deck of cards
somewhere along the way.  The snapping noise of the playing cards hitting each
other sounded like a gun shot in the silent bus.  Safe to say after a shot or two the
head coach eliminated the sound and the player from further annoyance.

Also in high school I can remember the cheerleaders riding on the same bus as
the players and we would sing songs together once again in the back of the bus on
the trip home.  There was some cuddling and kissing going on as well.  Sort of a
athletic sing-a-long or hay ride minus the hay.

The most interesting and terrifying bus ride happened in Greece. As a young
man I was traveling in Europe for the first time. I had taken a mediterrian ship from
Italy to Athens.  The last portion of the trip was a night time cliff hanging roller
coaster ride.  The driver was  passing trucks blindly around hair pin turns with five
hundred feet drop off's seemingly inches away from our squealing tires.  I was
terrified.  Can't remember how many times I promised God I'd never masturbate
again if He just got me somehow safely to Athens.  He kept his promise. I didn't. 

While I was coaching at WSU, our bus trips were usually just to and from the
airport.  But, in keeping with the college mind set we had  seperate busses for the
offense and defense.   Seems to me all that did was further widen the gap between
units.  The concept seemed totally counter-productive in my opinion.  I would think
that with the two platoon system it would be imperative to eliminate as much
division as possible.  Two busses, OK just get on a bus.  Think it would have been a



good idea to room an offensive player with a defensive player as well, but what do I
know about team games.

In Europe the trips are generally longer.  We had one from Vienna to the
southern French town of Aix-in-Provance that was over twenty hours.  Jackie and I
flew.  Being the head coach has its advantages.

Within Austria the road trips can be spectacular.  Driving through the Austrian
Alps to the southern or western part of the country is a trip to be savored. The snow
covered peaks are beautiful and when combined with the green on green new spring
growth of the trees it can be stunning.  Cascading water falls and mountain streams
rushing downhill full of fresh snow run off white water can be mesmerizing.  The
peaked red tile roofs of the tirolean churches mark the center of all the villages we
pass in route.  Sometimes there are castle ruins peeking down on the sleepy town
from a nearby hilltop.  Once and a while the dual spires of a Stift, or monastery,
dots the landscape.

There is always a bike path full of riders on an excursion following the
meandering route of both the highway and the ever present river. The freeway is
full of Mercedes and BMW's driving with tutonic discipline that we never see in
America.  No one drives in the fast lane unless overtaking a slower car.  The result
is a freer moving advance towards whatever destination.  The many motor-cycles
weaving in and out of traffic have an additional disciplined routine, never looking
hurried or taking unnecessary chances.  The tunnels can be short, a few meters, or
long, a few  kilometers, multiply times six for miles but they are always well lit and
feel safe.  

Passing green pasture after green pasture filled with huts to store the cut grass
for winter grazing one wonders where are the livestock.  The locals will tell you
they are grazing in the hidden valleys of the mountains.  Periodic rest stations are
complete with gas station and restaurant and the parking lots are usually full.  In
Europe the break is expected to take about an hour and is usually complete with a
meal.

Our big and roomy busses have lavatory facilities and TV's in the overhead
area.  Seats recline a bit for comfort and we usually have a sleeping bus and a party
bus.  We don't have an offensive and defensive bus.  Austrians can party with
anyone and usually do.  The cheerleaders ride along with the players and the
ambiance is more like that long ago atmosphere in the high school busses of my
youth.  Sometimes I doze off and dream of those carefree and un-complicated days



when my worries were few and my anticipation's were many.  The older I get, the
younger I feel.  I'm really a lucky man.



FLY

Chapter Ninteen

Hello my friends; the very first time I got on an airplane was in the fall of 1959.  I was a
member of  the university  of Oregon freshmen football  team and we flew from Eugene to
Pullman.  It was a prop plane and the flight took about two hours if I recall correctly. It was
pretty uneventful but I did form a desire to do it more often.  I had no anxiety or fear of getting
on a plane even though climbing a ladder over four feet tall will get my attention real quick.
Forget about the Ferris Wheel or the Roller Coaster.   On this past Saturday morning I got on
another plane, this one leaving from Portland and headed for Denver.  It’s a two-hour journey
aloft that ends skimming over the Rocky Mountains.  On this trip we were on the receiving end
of a few rude jolts of fresh air that made the huge airliner bump and stumble the last twenty
minutes before landing safely. There were more than a few gasps when mother nature’s first
punch  landed  in  our  midsection.   Not  unlike  that  four-foot  ladder  she  got  my  undivided
attention.  In between these two flights I’ve easily been on over two hundred air borne journeys
around the United States, over the Atlantic to Europe, and around that continent over and over
again.  Working summers in Austria and Finland or playing golf in Scotland, England and
Ireland makes it difficult to commute by bus or boat.  Maybe that’s why I haven’t run into John
Madden anywhere.

I don’t  believe in tempting fate and that’s one reason why I’ve never sky dived or
bungee cord jumped.  I’ve not attempted to  climb Mt. Anywhere or visited places in the world
where white is in the minority either.  My brother tried to get me to go ice climbing with him
once and I told him that if he made a mistake pursuing his hobby he would die and in mine if I
made a mistake I’d get a two stroke penalty.  No comparison.  He soon quit his exotic thrill
seeking and took up golf.  He’s a smart guy.  Nice decision.  

I’ve noticed a few changes in air travel over the years. The first of course would be
price.  I paid four hundred dollars and change for my first trans Atlantic flight.  It was on
Icelandic air, was a prop plane and flew from New York City to Luxembourg with stops in
Newfoundland and Iceland on the way. On my latest journey I left Denver after a two-hour
stop over and flew to Frankfurt, Germany on Lufthansa airlines.  It was a Boeing 7 something
7, flew much faster and higher than the 1959 machine but the cost was nearly four times more.
They call it progress.  Fortunately for me I didn’t have to divvy up dollars or euros for the
flight as my team in Jyvaskyla, Finland paid the toll.  Good news for me.

My  flight  on  Icelandic  Air  took  twenty  four  hours.   We  stopped  for  breakfast  in
Reykjavik,  Iceland and I  read “The Carpetbaggers” a six hundred page book of fiction by
Harold Robbins during the flight.  Good book.  The flight from Denver to Frankfurt took less
than half that time, nine and a half hours to be exact.  We didn’t stop to eat and instead of
reading  I  watched “The  Bucket  List”  staring Morgan  Freeman and  Jack Nicholson  and a
European movie that took place in Venice, Italy based on a Donna Leon novel.  She writes



books about crime in Venice featuring her hero police commissioner Guido Brunetti. If you
haven’t  read any of  her  books you’re  missing some good fun reading.   Used to be a  TV
monitor would drop out of the plane’s ceiling so you could watch whatever movie they decided
to show.  Now everyone has a small monitor in the back of the seat in front and you can pick
and choose from several movies, TV shows, computer type games and other time savers. Nice
changes.

I can remember dressing up to fly.  Not unlike I did to go to Sunday school.  Blue jeans
were for John’s friends at Greyhound.  That’s changed as well.  No dress code to fly.  On this
particular flight we had a couple hundred red t-shirt clad students from somewhere in Colorado
who were members of a choir and heading for a three week performing tour of Europe.  Did
that too a long time ago.  It was the summer of 1971 and the one hundred member combined
Lake Oswego and Lakeridge High School choir’s did a six week tour.  Me and the other nine
supervisors all  survived. 

The stewardess’s used to be young and pretty.  Now they’re all old and worn and some
of them are men for God’s sake.  They used to feed you hot food that wasn’t awful. Then they
eliminated the “Hot” and now they don’t even bother unless you count the stale miniature bag
of pretzels.   But, you can buy a coke for five bucks.  

I can remember walking with family to the boarding area and no one had to undress
first.  Now family waves good bye from somewhere behind a barricade of security and you get
to perform a strip tease act so some underpaid still looking for a good job employee of the
airlines can look at your under garments to see if you are carrying any contraband like peanut
butter.  You get to take off your jacket, your shoes, your belt, your watch, your glasses and
your wallet.  You get to take your computer out of its holster, so they can see whether it’s a
Mac or a PC.  I  think they’re taking a poll or something.  You can’t  take out your metal
artificial heart  valve so the buzzer  or  alarm or  siren goes off  anyway.  Then another  still
looking for a better job employee gets to run a vibrator or  a difibulator or a Geiger counter
over your private parts while you stand with your arms over your head like you just got nabbed
for tax evasion.  After all that you get to re-dress and try to find your gate, which is always the
farthest one from the entryway.  Sometimes they trick you.  In Frankfurt my gate was A-1.
Finally after nearly fifty years of flying my connection gate is right there.  Oops, not so fast
slim.  In Germany they begin at the end and start at the finish.  Gate 16-A was first in line, 1-A
last.  Oh well I still love to fly.  Enjoy.



PRATER

Chapter Twenty

St. Stephan’s Cathedral is the heart of the city of Vienna.  Work actually
began in 1147 but the Gothic and Romanesque style church we see today was
begun in the fourteenth century and not finished until the fifteenth.  The Mass
celebrated on Easter Sunday includes both orchestral and choir  music.  We
make it a point to be there for the celebration each year.  For me this year was
no exception although Jackie was home in Washington state.

A few thousand people crowd into the cathedral for the Easter festivities,
which are magnificent.  I’m not sure how the builders managed to make such
a large structure so sound friendly, but they did.  The musical notes seem to
arrive at the eardrum with an unbelievable soft and gentle tone.  The quality of
the performance always leaves me in awe.

The team has Easter weekend off and Easter Monday is a holiday in
Austria as well.  I didn’t remember until Joey and I began our morning walk
and absolutely no one was around.  It’s easy to tell when there is a holiday in
Vienna, people disappear.   We walked along the Danube uninterrupted for
about an hour and decided because it was such a beautiful day to go to the
Prater in the afternoon.  

The Prater is an amusement park situated on land filled with trees, paths,
flowers, playgrounds and open fields for the people of Vienna to relax and
enjoy nature’s sunny days. The park was the former imperial hunting ground
and opened to the public in 1766. Its identifying landmark is its giant Ferris
Wheel. Riesenrad in Deutsch, it was built in 1897 and played a feature roll in
the 1939 movie classic The Third Man. It is Europe’s largest and I conjure up
enough courage to ride it every thirty years.  The Prater also has a Lilliputian
Railroad that chugs along throughout the grounds on summer days, I ride it
every year.

The huge park, situated between the Danube canal and the main river
channel, is also the scene of horse racing and polo matches.  The division one
football (soccer) team plays here as well.  A private golf course is situated
within the grounds of the racetrack. I’ve played there on occasion and always
find it a challenge to miss the horses and find the green or fairway. The five
kilometer long chestnut tree lined avenue through the middle of the park is the
main venue for the walkers, joggers, bikers and skaters of Vienna.

The park is filled with people on nice days and if it’s a holiday there will
be a continuous and seemingly never ending parade of citizens strolling along



the Hauptallee boulevard in the middle of the park.  That’s where Joey and I
spent a wonderful afternoon people watching.

It’s a pretty incredible sight.  We sat for a while on one of the park
benches located about every twenty meters or so along the sides of the main
boulevard.  It’s about thirty meters wide and as I’ve said tree lined.  Just past
the trees on both sides is another paved pathway, running parallel with the
main road, and about five meters in width.  On the north side of this area is the
amusement park and restaurants.  On  the south side mostly open grass land,
playgrounds and gardens occupy the space.

Literally  hundreds  of  people  passed  by  us  during  our  thirty-minute
pause.  The thoroughfare, off limits to motor driven vehicles,  is enjoyed by
throngs of people wanting some sort of exercise.  The bikers, with and without
safety helmets, came by themselves or in groups of two’s, three’s and four’s.
There were moms and dads with children on smaller bikes.  A mother pulling
her daughter behind in a little wagon.  Some were young, some were old.
Some rode fancy racing bikes, while others were peddling outdated models.
There were the twin cycling wagons usually with mom and dad on the bikes
and kids in the rear laughing or singing.  A few double bikes with both bikers
peddling in unison.  Some had their dog on a lead jogging along beside their
master.   Some were  pulling picnic  baskets  or  grocery  carts.   A few were
racing  other  bikers  and some were  racing  time.   Most  were  on a  straight
course but some were zigzagging and a few were riding along four abreast.
There were bikers  acting as pacers for their jogging friends. Now and then a
person in a wheel  chair  either  being pushed with manpower or  electricity.
There were little bikes, mini bikes and trykes.  All of them were enjoying the
day seemingly without a care in the world.

The inline skaters were also in abundance.  Some of them were racing
and some were learning.  The young boy with protective gear from head to toe
being encouraged by an over protective mom seemed to me over burdened
and out of place. Most flew along unprotected and unaccompanied in a race
against themselves.  

The joggers were intermixed with those being propelled atop wheels.
They too came in all shapes and sizes.  Some joggers were obviously serious
runners on a mission, some were not.  Long smooth striders and short laboring
runners  shared  the  clean  crisp  air.   Some  wore  shorts,  others  long  tights.
Some wore hats or caps, some were bear headed. A few ran in street clothes,
most in athletic gear.   Some listened to music on their headset as they ran,
others just ran alone with their thoughts.  Some were passing other runners,
some were being passed.  They wore all colors of the rainbow.  The outfits
were navy blue, sky blue and aqua blue.  They were pink, red, rust and ruby.



They were scarlet, cherry and crimson reds.  There was bright orange, burnt
orange, old and new orange.  Green’s, gray’s and gold’s were abundant.  It
was certainly a kaleidoscope of colors passing us by.

The intense walkers with ski poles and the grand mom and dad’s holding
hands  were  nearly  equal  in  number.   Sisters  arm in  arm,  old  and  young
strolled along visiting.  Young lovers holding hands and whispering to each
other were counter balanced by the older couples walking discreetly side by
side without touching.  Some were in casual clothing, some were in formal
attire.  Some wore topcoats, while others had no coats.  Both men and women
wore colorful scarves.  There was leather and swede and cotton and denim.
They had black hair, brown hair, red hair, white hair, blue hair, auburn hair,
long hair, short hair, no hair.  There was blond hair, striped hair, straight hair,
curly hair and fake hair.  Some were in all black, others had no black. Some
walked  with  dogs  on  lead,  some dogs  led.   Dogs  played,  dogs  ran,  dogs
humped, dogs pee’ed. 

It was an endless stream of humanity and they were all enjoying a day of
leisure, a day of relaxation, a day of sharing the best of what the world has to
offer.   One  could  be  alone  in  thought  among many  in  action,  or  talking,
discussing or arguing together among friends.  

I think what made the biggest impression on me was the relative quiet.
Masses of people but little noise.  Sure, some playful chatter but never loud or
obnoxious.   Multitudes  of  people  enjoying  the  day  without  infringing  on
others.    It  has always been amazing to me that I can sit  in the middle of
hundreds of people and hear literally nothing. Jackie is amazed that I can hear
nothing she says. Husband prerogative.  Lost in thought, lost in memories.
For me it’s  like Simon and Garfunkel’s sounds of silence, only in reverse.
How lovely.
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